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on the cover: tavi gevinson 
photographed by petra 
collins. stylist: susan joy. 
hair: ryan trygstad at 
starworks artists using 
oribe. makeup: min min 
ma at starworks artists 
using chanel hydra beauty 
serum. manicurist: gina 
edwards at kate ryan inc.  
sweater by asos, necklace 
by lulu frost. 

this page: photographed 
by meredith jenks. for 
credits see page 138.
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— L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

strange love
As we started this issue, I asked 
our staff to nominate girls 
who they think have It. Names 
enthusiastically poured in—
musicians like Charli XCX and 
Tove Lo, creatives like illustrator 
Hattie Stewart and photographer 
Chuck Grant (shot and interviewed 
on page 126 by her sister,  
Lana del Rey), and models like 
Chloe Nørgaard. 
    But what is It? Ask a dozen 
people and you’ll get a dozen 
different answers. Here’s  
my definition: 
     It [n.]: A magnetic, totally 
un-self-conscious confidence in 
one’s own strangeness. 
     There are plenty of beautiful, 

famous people. But they don’t 
all have that elusive X factor. At 
their core, It Girls are interesting 
because they’re unusual.

Just look at this month’s cover 
star, Tavi Gevinson. She’s more 
than a well-dressed girl sitting 
next to Grace Coddington. She’s an 
eerily wise old soul in pink Lucite 
glasses, sparking up conversations 
during fashion shows about 
feminism in Disney movies (who 
does that?). Similarly, I’d argue 
that Alexa Chung, who covered 
this issue last year, is infinitely 
more magical thanks to a healthy 
dose of oddball intelligence. 

Our style features this month 
share that same spirit, from our 
colorful beauty piece “Oh,  
Make Me Over” to our darkly  
gorgeous “Something Wicked” 
fashion feature.  

I loved hearing from so many 
of you last month. Hit me up on 
Twitter or Instagram again and let 
me know what—or who—you think 
is the epitome of It. 

In the meantime, I’m gearing up 
for all of the insane fun of fashion 
week. I’ll be running to the shows 
with J. and Dani, and also hosting 
a few cool NYLON events. But 
mostly, I’m hoping to run into Tavi 
in the front row to discuss her 
awesome new Broadway show—
and the sexual politics of The   
Little Mermaid.

@heymichellelee
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— B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

GET THE LOOK: 
chanel le volume de 
chanel mascara in noir, 
$30; oribe gold lust 
nourishing hair oil, 
$48; chanel quadra 
eyeshadow in spices, 
$61; oribe gèl serum, 
$59; chanel rouge coco 
hydrating crème lip 
colour in sentiment, 
$35; chanel poudre 
universelle compacte 
natural finish pressed 
powder, $45.

Tavi Gevinson pretty much personifies 
that Britney Spears song “I’m Not a 
Girl, Not Yet a Woman.” Let me explain: 
The 18-year-old has come a long way 
since publishing her fashion blog, Style 
Rookie, in 2008, considering she took that 
idea and created a global phenomenon 
with the birth of its sister site Rookie 
magazine—the print and online bible that 
preaches female empowerment. Now, 
Gevinson’s embarking on an entirely new 
adventure as she makes her Broadway 
debut opposite Michael Cera and Kieran 
Culkin in “This Is Our Youth,” a 1996 play 
by Kenneth Lonergan. So, really, who 
better to grace our It Girl issue than the 
coolest girl we know? We enlisted her 
BFF, photographer Petra Collins, to shoot 
the cover, and Collins showed makeup 
artist Min Min Ma an inspiration image of 
a glossy-pink eye for her to re-create on 
Gevinson’s lids. Keeping with the “grown-
up” theme, hair stylist Ryan Trygstad 
slicked back Gevinson’s locks from root to 
tip with gel to achieve that sexy-looking, 
‘90s-supermodel wet-hair vibe. As stylist 
Susan Joy lovingly put it, “Who knew the 
13-year-old silver-haired, bow-wearing, 
granny-styled blogger would grow up  
to be such a babe!” 

just a girl
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contributors

lisa mischianti
nylon senior editor, nyc
reported on the u.s. 
opening of & other 
stories for “northern 
exposure” (page 54).

“visiting stockholm to see 
the & other stories atelier 
and shop was awesome—
and it didn’t hurt that i was 
put up at the dreamy ett 
hem hotel. it was my first 
time in the city, so naturally 
i got epically lost (in the 
pouring rain) as i attempted 
to decipher the umlaut-
laden signs, but the city was 
so amazing i barely noticed 
i was soaked to the bone.”

hometown: greenwich, ct
instagram handle: 
@lisa_mischianti
latest discovery: avocado  
ice cream
travel plans: snorkeling at the 
underwater statue museum 
off the coast of isla mujeres, 
mexico, in december  
online fixation: the  
stand-up comedy 
subcategory on netflix
compulsively reading:  
the “private lives” opinionator 
essays on nytimes.com 
secret skill: carnival games– 
and i have a stash of big 
stuffed animals to prove it.
sartorial signature: black 
skirt, vintage tee, creepers, 
and a calculator watch

beata boucht
illustrator, stockholm
created the artwork 
for “here, kitty” 
(page 148).

“it made me so happy 
drawing all of the kawaii-
inspired hello kitty stuff. 
cuteness overload!” 

hometown: stockholm
latest discovery: fresh 
flowers and click cigarettes
playing on repeat: it’s a 
boy!, swedish sensation, and 
beyoncé
online fixation: i’m an expert 
at finding people’s darkest 
secrets on the internet. 
compulsively reading:  
as of now, political  
articles regarding the  
swedish election. 
mode of transport: 
bike or sailboat
secret skill: playing the flute 
while chewing bubblegum
sartorial signature: extra 
everything and over-the-top

petra collins
photographer, nyc
shot tavi gevinson for 
“tavi” (page 96).

“tavi is one of my best 
friends and creatively we’re 
a perfect fit. this shoot was 
extra special because it was 
at our apartment in new 
york city. we both felt at 
ease since it was in a space 
we turned into a home.”

hometown: toronto 
instagram handle: 
@petrafcollins
latest discovery: that 
deodorant is a thing  
people use...
travel plans: hopefully doing 
a tour of the midwest soon to 
shoot a short film
playing on repeat: anything 
by devonté hynes or rihanna 
online fixation:  
my tumblr feed
mode of transport: walking
secret skill: doing the wave 
with my stomach 
sartorial signature: levi’s 
501s and a crop top 

karen levitt
stylist, brooklyn
created the looks in 
the fashion feature 
“something wicked” 
(page 138).

“it was a little scary 
shooting out in the wild 
after dark! i wanted the 
looks to evoke a schoolgirl 
coven feeling. when i was 
asked to style this story, the 
first thing i did was watch 
the craft.”

hometown: weston, ma
instagram handle: 
@karenlevittstylist
latest discovery: the band 
the last internationale—they’re 
amazing performers.
travel plans: for the next 
month: brooklyn, manhattan, 
brooklyn, repeat (with a little 
l.a. thrown in for work)
playing on repeat: 
bad brains’ “attitude”
online fixation: i love  
british designer pam  
hogg’s instagram. it’s like a 
punk-rock yearbook.
compulsively reading: 
vice news
mode of transport: feet
secret skill: i’m quite good in 
a canoe. no one believes me, 
but it’s true!
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Ralph Lauren

“When someone we love has cancer, we are 

all affected–husbands, wives, mothers and fathers, sisters, 

brothers and friends. Pink Pony is the symbol of our effort 
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all around the world.”
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Say hello to the month of 
the occult, the macabre, and 
the crafty (witchcrafty, that 
is). We divulge our favorite 
fortune-tellers, goth-
inspired beauty products, 
weird places across the 
U.S., and must-watch freaky 
films. Plus, NYLON TV will 
be taking you to a cursed 
town on a ghost-hunting 
tour. Don’t miss it. 

our October Issue INTRODUCES YOU 
TO some of our favorite It Girls. TO 
FIND OUT EVEN MORE ABOUT THEM, CHECK 
OUT THE behind-the-scenes photos, 
EXCLUSIVE QUOTES, and BoNUS CONTENT 
from our interviews ON NYLON.com! 

PRACTICAL MAGICVAMPIRE 
DAYS

IT GIRL EXTRAS

Welcome to our 
new monthly 
feature, “A Day 
in Our …” where 
NYLON.com 
editors spend 24 
hours wearing one 
fashion piece. You 
probably saw “A 
Day in Our Denim” 
in August and “A 
Day in Our Docs” 
in September. 
This month, it’s 
all about “A Day 
in Our Vampire 
Teeth”—no, 
seriously. 

THIS MONTH ON

nylon.com

WHAT’S IN YOUR BAG?
Ever wonder what’s inside the 
beauty bags of your favorite 
musicians/photographers/
actresses/fill-in-the-blanks? 
From Sara M Lyons to Taylor 
LaShae, we’re meeting up with 
all of them at our favorite coffee 
shops, and asking them to dump 
out their beauty bags. Their 
secrets might surprise you. 
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light as a feather
there’s nothing st i f f  about these f lapper-ready frocks topped                         with pretty  plumage.  photographed by isa wipf l i .  styled by savannah white
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previous spread: clothing 
and shoes by emanuel 
ungaro.  this page: 
clothing and accessories 
by albert a ferrett i .
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dress and necklace by lanvin.
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clothing and shoes  
by louis vuitton. 

hair :  shinya at 
workgroup using 
kérast ase.  makeup: 
daniel la at workgroup 
using el l is faas. 
manicurist :  martha 
fekete at bryan bantry. 
model:  veronika  
at wilhelmina. 
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Many a handbag has tried—
and failed—to hit waiting-list 
levels of fandom. But for 
Mansur Gavriel, it wasn’t about 
catching a trendy wave. Last 
year, designers Rachel Mansur 
and Floriana Gavriel set out 
to make their line of simple 
yet chic totes and bucket 
bags “timeless and not trend-
driven, with minimal branding 
and at an accessible price 
point.” The latest addition to 
their collection? A sleek and 
lust-worthy backpack that’s 
available in two sizes. “We 
wanted it to feel sculptural and 
iconic," say the designers. "It’s 
a silhouette that’s perfect for 
travel and meant to build up a 
distressed look with use over 
time." Since their pieces sell  
out instantly, what’s the best 
advice for scoring your own? 
The duo admit that it’s been 
hard to keep up with the 
demand, but you can always  
hit up their site and email them. 
They’ll help you track down  
a bag, or at least get you on  
a waiting list. So you, too, can 
add your photo to the countless 
#happygirlhappybag pics. 
mansur gavriel backpack, $535 
and up, mansurgavriel.com

an it bag  
is born

news written by diana tsui
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news

fox in 
socks

the month's 
hottest it  
girl collabs

What about with sandals?
Never. I think I have beautiful 
toes but I can never get a 
sandal to look beautiful with 
my toes, not even with socks.

The socks feature eyes, arrows, 
roses, and birds. What inspired 
the illustrations? Some were 
from pre-existing drawings 
and others I created for the 
collection. I wanted them to 
represent me. So, for example,  
I have arrow tattoos. I also  
like roses—I grew up in Idaho 
and I’m slightly hippie.

Meaning you do yoga and eat 
lots of kale? I don’t do yoga—it 
bores the shit out of me. I hike 
in the mountains every day. I 
want to live in the forest and 
I love camping. I eat mostly 
things from plants. But I try  
not to be that annoying person. 

three of our 
favorites show that 
teamwork rules.

For a girl who could rest on her 
heritage (her great-grandfather 
is Ernest Hemingway, mom 
is Mariel and sister is Dree), 
Langley Fox is making a name 
for herself as an illustrator, 
model, and fashion collaborator. 
After partnerships with the likes 
of Wren and Everlane, her latest 
is with sock brand Stance. 
Launching on their website 
(stance.com) on October 6,  
the four-piece capsule 
collection features both long 
and short styles covered in  
her surrealist drawings.

How did this all come about? 
Stance contacted me and it 
so happens that I love socks, 
so I was stoked. When I was 
younger, I used to have a lot  
of nightmares where I thought 
spiders were crawling on my 
feet. [laughs] So I started 
wearing socks, and now I’m  
like a 25-year-old who can’t  
go to sleep without them.

Even when it’s 100 degrees out? 
Oh my god, I will sleep naked 
but I will have socks on.

Besides in bed, how else would 
you wear them? The ankle ones 
are great with a loafer while  
the higher styles look nice  
with schoolgirl skirts.  

The Girl: Emma Roberts
The Brand: BaubleBar
The Goods: A collection of bold 
earrings, colorful necklaces, and 
knuckle rings that is statement-
making in the best possible way. 
With everything from funky eye 
motifs to punk-inspired spikes, 
the array represents Roberts’s 
love of nostalgia tinged with 
grunge glamour. Ranging from 
$28 to $68, it’s a cheap thrill 
that looks anything but.

The Girl: Charlotte Gainsbourg
The Brand: Current/Elliot
The Goods: Drawing from 
vintage silhouettes, the line 
consists of tailored blazers, crisp 
blouses, and denim in classic 
washes. Standouts include a red 
leather coat and, unexpectedly, 
corduroy outerwear. Already 
picked up by Colette in Paris, it'll 
make its debut to Francophiles 
here in the States this fall.

The Girl: Julia Sarr-Jamois
The Brand: Lucy Folk
The Goods: Street-style star Sarr-
Jamois pairs up with the quirky 
Aussie brand to create three 
distinctive styles of sunglasses. “I 
like big, over-the-top sunglasses," 
she says. "I have a small face and 
big hair so it works somehow." 
With names like Sweet 'N Low 
and Sherbet Bomb, the vintage-
inspired frames are sure to  
satisfy any sweet tooth. $350  
to $395, lucyfolk.com.



news

local flavor
Quick, take a look at the label on your  
shirt. Where was it made? Chances are,  
not in the U.S. To help change that, American 
Eagle Outfitters is launching a new capsule 
collection called Wear America, hitting stores 
and online on October 15. They've partnered 
with domestic brands like Brooklyn-based 
bag label Baggu and Venice Beach jewelry 
line Muses & Rebels, so expect to see 
everything from denim to stationery to  
home goods. Additionally, heritage brands 
like Woolrich and Pendleton will offer  
up exclusive designs like custom pillows, 
duffel bags, and backpacks. Perfect for  
road-tripping across America. woolrich  
duffel ($189) and backpack ($198) at ae.com

distress 
call When it comes to British 

talent, Topshop knows a 
thing or two about spotting 
the next big brand. Case in 
point: collaborations with J.W. 
Anderson, Mary Katrantzou, 
and Meadham Kirchhoff. The 
latest to join their roster is 
Marques Almeida. The line's 
founders, Marta Marques 
and Paulo Almeida, trained at 
Vivienne Westwood and Preen, 
respectively, before starting their 
label in 2011. Stores like Opening 
Ceremony and 10 Corso Como 
were quick to stock the street-
friendly brand’s bra tops, wide-
leg jeans, and A-line dresses— 
all in their signature distressed 
denim. Now, they’re adapting 
their aesthetic for Topshop with 
a 68-piece collection. “We’ve 
always focused our research  
on teens and what we call the 
‘youth code’ of dressing,” the 
designers explain. “We went 
back into the archives and drew 
inspiration from old issues of  
The Face, along with Corrine 
Day and Kate Moss.” When the 
line drops on October 9, expect 
colorful faux-fur accessories, 
shiny silk miniskirts and  
dresses, and, of course,  
plenty of shredded denim.

by the horns
If you're in the market for 
some kitschy-cool home 
goods like this hand-
painted resin faux buffalo/
bison skull (which adds a 
touch of gilded toughness 
without the gruesomeness 
of real taxidermy), check 
out remodo.com, an 
awesome decor shop 
launched by sisters 
Whitney and Amanda Fox.
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the magic of these innovative 
ag jeans lies in the big reveal. 
photographed by eric helgas

pretty fly
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At first glance, these may look 
like a great pair of perfectly 
weathered, shredded skinnies. 
But upon closer inspection, 
there’s more than meets the 
eye. AG Adriano Goldschmied’s 
genius Digital Luxe Denim 
employs a high-tech 3-D 
printing technique to add  
a worn, vintage effect to their 
super-soft sateen leggings.  
(For the record, our entire 
fashion team couldn’t take  
their hands off of them.) 
The brand truly thought of 
everything: even the interior  
is printed to look like the 
reverse side of regular jeans.  
So cuffing them won’t spoil 
your secret. Digital Luxe  
Denim, shown here in Nikki, 
$325, agjeans.com

jeans of the m onth
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for instant happy, just add one kooky,  
clever statement bag. photographed   
by eric helgas. styled by tamar levinemade 

you 
look

natural upper  
from left :  les pet its 
joueurs,  $522; 
sarah’s bag, $1,050.

all access
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LUNCHTIME LUXE 
from left :  chanel , 
$4,800; moschino, 
$895; anya 
hindmarch, $1,595.



CASINO ROYALE
from left :  yazbukey, 
$500; olympia  
let an,  $1,600; saint 
laurent by hedi 
sl imane, $1,390.

040

all access
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WORDS WITH FRIENDS
clockwise from left :  sophia 
webster,  $490; paris 
house,  $85; boyy,  $555; 
house of holland, $367.

all access

041



a mood, style, and aesthetic,” says 
Meade, looking very fashionable  
in a pair of overalls with a grommet-
trimmed white blouse and tweed 
overcoat, all by Denim & Supply 
Ralph Lauren. Moments earlier she 
was using a pair of boyfriend jeans 
as a palette while finishing up the 
models. For Meade, as for fashion 
designers, models give life and 
heart to her work, very literally.  
“It’s a contemporary twist on this 
time-old tradition of painting,”  
she explains. 

As innovative as Meade’s 
optical-illusionary style is, she 
accidentally stumbled upon it while 
experimenting with sculpture in 
college. That prompted her to paint 
on top of shadows, watching as the 
sunlight moved, which eventually 
led to her painting shadows and 
highlights directly onto her friends. 
“That changed everything,” she 
says. Up to that point, she assumed 
she’d find postgraduate work with 
her political science degree. But, 
after a bout of sickness, she decided 
to pursue her passion—against 
her parents’ wishes. “Growing up, 
we always heard that art was a 
hobby, not a career,” she recalls. 
“That’s something I took to heart 
for a long time. But I had to believe 
in myself and work my ass off. No 
one is going to care as much about 
your passions as you are. You have 
to bring your art into the world to 
show people why it matters.”

Or you can just live within it, 
as Meade currently is. She’s been 
working on transforming her 
home into a fun house, inspired by 
scientific ideas of perception and 
optical phenomena. Meade, who 
counts American artist Robert Irwin 
as one of her icons, has already 
tricked out her abode with what 
might be the world’s best security 
system. “I’ve created this giant 
periscope system where, while I’m 
lying in bed, I can see out of every 
window in my house—mirrors are 
angled in different ways to catch 
them. They zigzag around stairs,” 
she says. “It’s about bringing the 
outside inside. That’s also my 
inspiration for Project Warehouse.” 

alexa meade brings her innovative artwork to denim & 
supply ralph lauren’s new campaign, project warehouse. 
by marissa g. muller. photographed by jared thomas kocka

living color

Like the rest of the painters 
on Santa Monica beach, Alexa 
Meade is capturing the ocean’s 
multitude of blues in her work, 
and her canvases seem to be 
enjoying the experience. You read 
that correctly: This innovative 
28-year-old artist paints directly 
on her human subjects and their 
surroundings, using the classical 
technique of trompe l’oeil—a 
style that typically makes two-
dimensional representations appear 
three-dimensional—in reverse to 
transform real people into amazing 
living portraits. On this balmy 
Friday afternoon, she’s situated 
where the sand meets pavement 
inside an installation she’s painted 
to look like a warehouse that’s, in 
her words, the kind of place “where 
artists can come together and 
collaborate.” The walls consist of 
faux bricks, the ground is covered 
with painted wooden floorboards; 
Meade crouches down and adds the 
final touches to her models’ jeans, 
chambray shirts, and faces  

as a growing crowd looks on. 
Usually Meade works out of her 

hilltop Echo Park home. She wasn’t 
always comfortable performing 
in front of large crowds. “My first 
speech was in front of 300 people 
and I tripped over my high heels 
within the first two lines,” she 
recalls, after putting down her 
paintbrush for the day. “I haven’t 
worn high heels onstage since 
then.” Ironically, it was Meade’s 
knack for public speaking that 
drew Ralph Lauren’s free-spirited 
line, Denim & Supply—which has 
commissioned this installation—to 
her work. After seeing her TED 
talk, the label asked her to be 
a part of their new campaign, 
Project Warehouse, which merges 
art with fashion. The initiative 
also includes a video presented 
by Denim & Supply Ralph Lauren 
during the month of September, 
inviting people to submit images of 
themselves to win the chance to be 
painted by Meade in an upcoming 
installation. 

“I definitely see an overlap 
between my work and fashion 
because it’s taking the body and 
dressing it in a way that creates  



ribbon

dancer

My good friend Stacey 
Bendet got her start making 
pants—low-rise, flare-legged 
pairs in tons of different 
patterns. So when we were 
first introduced, I jokingly 
dubbed her “Stacey with 
the pants”; in return, she 
called me “Dani with the 
NYLON.” Touché. Years after 
our meet-cute, her work has 
far surpassed trousers with 
her beloved line of ready-
to-wear, gowns, shoes, and 
accessories, Alice + Olivia. 
If you’ve ever seen Bendet, 
you know that the label is 
the very epitome of her own 
fashion philosophy. With her 
jet-black hair, bold cat eye, 
and whimsical take on color 
and materials, she’s the kind 
of girl who clearly loves to get 
dressed up (so much so that 
a regular work day often calls 
for a few outfit changes). The 
same element of fantasy and 
fun permeates the brand, 
combining with a sense of 
feminine sophistication to 
form its core aesthetic. So 
it felt only fitting for this 
Factory Girl to learn how to 
make a party dress at Alice + 
Olivia, where they know how 
to have a good time  
with clothes. 

dani stahl visits 
alice + olivia to 
create a pretty, 
layered dress 
for all her party-
going needs. 
photographed  
by eric helgas

factory girl
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On the morning of my 
adventure, I wake up bright and 
early (appropriately, after being 
out late the night before—this 
new dress will clearly come 
in handy) to head down to the 
gorgeous Alice + Olivia offices in 
the meatpacking district of New 
York City. The ambience is as 
cool as one would expect—think, 
for example, quirky throw pillows 
with funny sayings. There I meet 
up with Bendet and we say our 
hellos before moving around 
the corner to the production 
sample room, where all the action 
happens. I’m told that today we 
will be making a layered ribbon 
skirt-and-top set, a super-cute 
style that the label has become 
known for. Bendet shares that 
the first prototype was actually 
created as a birthday outfit for her 

daughter, Scarlet—she loved the 
look so much she just had to make 
a grown-up version for the line.

First comes the ribbon, which is 
all hand-dyed in an ombré pattern 
of Bendet’s choosing. The process 
needs to be done just so to 
prevent the material from looking 
stripey or losing its softness.  
Once these reams of ribbon 
are done, it’s time to take 
measurements for my set’s 
pattern (it’s moments like these 
that I become pretty thankful for 
my regular barre classes). 

The ribbon is then laid out 
on the pattern to be cut, which, 
again, proves pretty tricky, since 
it’s done on a curve. Next, it’s 
applied to an elegant taffeta 
base, layered in the desired effect 
to create a ruffle feel, and then 
delicately sewn together (a task I 

take on despite my unsuitable 
footwear). A horsehair frame is 
made for the inside of the skirt. 
It’s a band covered in a silk 
lining and then attached to the 
inside hem, resulting in both a 
fullness and a light, airy feeling.

The end product is 
wonderful, and I can’t wait to 
wear it on my next big night on 
the town. With our work done, 
in true Bendet playful fashion, 
the day ends with a piggyback 
ride. I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.  

factory girl
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the 
it list
fresh looks inspired by   
three designers it girls love.

048 3.1 PHILLIP LIM 1. marc jacobs, $11,000 2. maison scotch, $105 3. asos, $72 4. issa, $475 5. thakoon blazer, $1,450, pants, $790  
6. dorothy perkins, $10 7. converse, $50 8. pixie market, $68 9. quay eyewear, $40  10. christian louboutin, $695 still lifes: bethany bandera.

SHOP THESE ITEMS 
AT SHOP.NYLON.COM

m ass ap peals



050 ISABEL MARANT 1. raquel allegra, $488 2. bcbgeneration, $208 3. mango, $35 4. miansai, $265 5. karen millen, $199 6. ray-ban, $150 
7. ag, $235 8. 7 for all mankind, $245 9. as by df, $396 10. the frye company, $378 11. koolaburra, $245 still lifes: bethany bandera.

m ass ap peals
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052 CHRISTOPHER KANE 1. guess, $40 2. baublebar, $44 3. kenzo, $435 4. topshop, $76 5. edie parker, $1,495 6. dkny, $195 7. versace, $270 8. milly bra, 
$125, briefs, $165 9. coral and stone, $75  10. mcq alexander mcqueen, $435 11. rumbatime, $45  12. emporio armani, $775  still lifes: bethany bandera.

m ass ap peals



Who was your biggest 
band crush growing up?
Mirjana: I was beyond in 
love with New Edition.  
I know I wasn’t around 
when they first came  
out, but I always listened  
to them growing up.
Matthew: Britney Spears
Denzel: Destiny’s Child

What’s your musical 
guilty pleasure? 
Ben: “I Think I’m in  
Love With You” by  
Jessica Simpson
Lenox: Shania Twain.  
She’s the best.

What’s your fondest 
music memory?
Shei: Performing Elvis 
Presley with my two 
brothers for our mama  
in our living room
Keith: Listening  
to pump-up songs  
before football games

What’s your favorite new 
musical discovery?
Lenox: I stumbled upon 
Say Lou Lou on TV recently 
and I’ve been listening to 
them a lot ever since.
Shei: K-pop acts like Big 
Bang, 2NE1, Taeyang, 
G-Dragon, and Sistars

Do you play any 
instruments? 
Will: If the recorder  
from fourth grade  
counts, then yes 
Ben: I play the  
guitar and alto sax.

What was your first 
concert?
Will: This is so 
embarrassing, but  
when I was 12, I went  
to see *Nsync. I was  
fan-girling so hard. 
Kari: I remember it was  
in 1993, on my third 
birthday. My mom said that 
I was walking around telling 
everyone that Michael and 
Janet Jackson were coming 
to my birthday party. 

What song most inspires 
you? 
Raelia: “Grown Woman”  
by Beyoncé
Adam: I have this Linkin 
Park dubstep mixtape  
that is pretty badass  
for the gym. 

What do you like to 
listen to during a photo 
shoot?
Adam: The soothing 
melodies of Skrillex
Kari: Rihanna is always  
the way to go—she brings 
the sexy energy out of me.

What’s your favorite 
album of all time? 
Mirjana: CrazySexyCool 
by TLC
Matthew: + by Ed Sheeran
Denzel: Bow Wow by 
Johnny “Guitar” Watson

What’s your modeling 
anthem? 
Keith: “I Look Good”  
by Charlie Boy 
Raelia: “Change Clothes” 
by Jay Z (featuring  
Pharrell Williams)

ADVE RTISE M E N T

This cycle’s 
stars of 
America’s 
Next Top 
Model show 
their musical 
side.

rock 
this 
way

Pictured, Cycle 21 (Top Row, L-R) Ben, Keith, Will, Raelia, Matthew (Bottom Row, L-R) Adam, Mirjana, Lennox, Kari, Shei, and Denzel 
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h&m sibling brand & other 
stories makes its anticipated 
u.s. debut. by lisa mischianti

northern
exposure

imagery for Berlin. The collection’s 
outerwear game is particularly 
strong (think, for instance, a muted 
mauve cape-coat hybrid). Rounding 
it all out is a comprehensive range 
of cosmetics, a bath and body 
selection offering enchanting scents 
like Fig Fiction and Moroccan Tea, 
and a Cotton Care line of products 
enriched with cottonseed protein 
and oil. 

Be prepared for an intimate, 
boutique-y retail experience when 
shopping at & Other Stories. The 
Stockholm store has a clean and 
spare quality to it, with tile and 
concrete flooring, white cast-iron 
clothing racks, and scattered small 
cactus plants. Though, like its 
clothes, the label’s locations also 
vary widely from city to city and 
adapt to their neigborhoods. The 
one common thread is inclusiveness. 
“We want to bring the customers 
into our world, to inspire their 
confidence and creativity. We want 
it to feel like they’re coming home to 
us,” says Fernström. Case in point: 
situated above the merchandise are 
little look-book inspiration cards, 
not unlike what a stylist might find 
in a showroom. “We get a lot of 
comments like, ‘The store looks 
exactly like the atelier!’” he continues 
with a knowing smile.

It’s a lot to anticipate, but 
American shoppers aren’t the  
only ones excited. “We’re really 
looking forward to seeing what  
New Yorkers are going to do with  
& Other Stories,” says Hildén 
Bengtsson. Although it’s safe to say 
you should be seriously amped.  
“I think women in the U.S. have  
a strong sense of confidence  
when dressing,” says Fernström.  
“So & Other Stories, with its millions 
of opportunities, might just  
be paradise.”
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longer requires a transatlantic 
flight, as this October the label 
opens its inaugural U.S. location in 
New York City’s SoHo district and 
debuts an accompanying American 
e-commerce site. 

Originally conceived as a beauty 
line that eventually blossomed into 
a complete-look concept, the label 
is founded on the belief that today’s 
fashion lover is less interested in 
trends than she is in crafting a 
unique sartorial trademark that 
tells her personal story. “Our brand 
embraces women who wear what 
they want, and everything we 
do links back to that,” explains 
head of & Other Stories Samuel 
Fernström. So, the objective is to 
avoid a limiting “defining aesthetic” 
and instead present a highly varied 
array of great ready-to-wear pieces, 
shoes, bags, accessories, and 
beauty products for shoppers to 
interpret. “Diversity sits at the heart 
of everything we do,” adds creative 
director Sara Hildén Bengtsson. 
“We provide a platform for women 
to build their own look.” There is 
certainly a spectrum of visions 
at play, from street-savvy edge 
to refined polish and masculine 
tailoring to modern femininity, but 
it’s all united by a shared sense of 
substance. This clothing has the 
trappings of investment pieces, 
without the exorbitant price point 
(albeit a slightly more costly buy 
than H&M).

For fall, expect four separate 
fashion “stories,” each reflecting 
a different city. The Stockholm 
offerings feature an emphasis on 
draping, folding, and pleating, 
with plentiful winter pastels. The 
Paris tale is informed by a quirky 
interpretation of African sapeur 
style. A selection of illusionary 
pieces references New York. 
Dramatic graphic items evoke dark 

In a former 19th-century brewery on 
Stockholm’s island of Kungsholmen, 
the walls are covered in mood-board 
clippings. Colorful paint-dipped 
swatches and shopping bags 
pervade the premises. Piles of 
tracing paper etched with hand-
written cursive logos sit beneath 
stacks of short-fiction collections—
from Oscar Wilde’s The Canterville 
Ghost to J.D. Salinger’s For Esmé— 
With Love and Squalor—works that 
have a multiplicity of tales to tell. 
The same idea is at the core of H&M 
sibling label & Other Stories, and 
I’m here at its atelier to understand 
the creative narratives behind this 
brand that America will soon be 
obsessing over.   

Since its launch in spring ’13, 
& Other Stories has been strictly 
available in Europe, first setting up 
shop in London, and then expanding 
to Antwerp, Barcelona, Berlin, 
Brussels, Copenhagen, Milan, Paris, 
and its parent company’s hometown 
of Stockholm. Even the line’s retail 
website only served the overseas 
market. Like Topshop and H&M 
before it, the wallet-friendly Euro-
brand quickly developed a following 
among the Stateside style set, 
establishing the store as a shopping 
destination abroad. But now, making 
an & Other Stories purchase no 
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Live, acoustic shows are music to our ears. Bands play, artists are seen and 
new music is discovered. Music lovers can mingle with the band. And this 
fall we celebrate our 100th hotel opening. 100 hotels. 100 performances. 
100 Days of Music. This is Live At Aloft Hotels.

©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Aloft and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates. 
For full terms and conditions, visit alofthotels.com. Not all properties are participating in this offer.

See the lineup at  LiveAtAloftHotels.com

100+ hotels all around the world.  #AloftLive

Different. By design.

HUSH
 Not on your itinerary. 



THE NEW FRAGRANCE

ALICIA KEYS IS
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NO. 174 #saturdayis switching things up

NO. 568 #saturdayis 冒険しよう
NO. 43 #saturdayis hanging with the girls

NO. 1182 #saturdayis so good

KEEP IT COMING! 
Show and tell us 

@ks_saturday what 
your #saturdayis.
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exhilarating fashion and movement is always with me

I’m big on image, right down to the camera I carry. My PENTAX Q-S1 is one functional and powerful fashion 
statement. Portable too, with one of the world’s smallest interchangeable lens systems. 
It’s all about image. Mine are sharp and full of life, like me. Life is a photo opportunity.
The new PENTAX Q-S1 is available in 40 fabulous colors. To purchase go online and discover more about this camera at
us.ricoh-imaging.com & ricoh-imaging.ca
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A New Feel In Denim. Denim Meet Sweats.
Comfort Meet Fashion. 

Introducing the Joga JeansTM Collection.
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Designed for those who love open spaces, open thinking and open 
expression, this is where travel creates possibilities. Where style is 
necessary. Connectivity keeps up with you. Social scenes are vibrant. 
And the only direction is forward. This is Aloft Hotels.

©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Aloft and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts 
Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates. For full terms and conditions, visit alofthotels.com. Not all properties are participating in this offer.

HO-HUM
 Not on your itinerary. 

100+ hotels all around the world.  #AloftLive

Different. By design.

Book now and enjoy two free drinks.    alofthotels.com/wxyzbar
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BID. WIN. GIVE BACK.

LOOK GOOD FEEL BETTER

ANNOUNCES

The Seventh Annual Dior Charity Auction

Don’t miss this opportunity to bid on luxe trips,
once-in-a-lifetime experiences and exclusive items.

100% of the proceeds benefi t Look Good Feel Better, 
an organization dedicated to helping women cope 

with the physical and emotional effects of 
cancer and its treatment.

October 1 – 10, 2014

DIORAUCTION.COM

 Look Good Feel Better (LGFB) is a collaboration between the Personal Care Product Council Foundation (PCPCF), the American Cancer Society and the Professional 
Beauty Association. These three collaborating organizations do not endorse any products or services. LGFB is a registered trademark of the PCPCF. 

All proceeds go to the PCPCF to benefi t LGFB. 
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cory’s corner

What a year it’s been! I’ve flown 
all over the place—from Paris to 
London to Florence and Rome, 
with a bit of Nicaragua on the 
side. For this It Girl issue, I’m 
going to share some of the 
things I've recently become 
obsessed with: my It Stuff. 
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LEGGINGS FOR DAYS

CRUSHED MAKEUP, VINTAGE MOSAICS, AND AMP SPEAKERS  

ARE JUST A FEW OF THE MANY SUBJECTS ARTFULLY 

INCORPORATED INTO SPANDEX BY NYC-BASED DESIGNER ZARA 

TEREZ. TRANSITION FROM WORK TO WORKOUT SEAMLESSLY. 

THE  

COOLEST 

STYLES

OUT THERE, 

AVAILABLE 

24/7!

NYLON SHOP

SWEATER, 149, VINTAGEOUS. LEGGINGS, 75, ZARA TEREZ. 
BOOTS, 170, ELLY CLAY. NECKLACE, 58, MELODY EHSANI.

SHOP.NYLON.COM

JUST 
BEAD IT

SUPER-CUTE 

EMBELLISHED CARRYALLS

CLUTCHES,  60 EACH, ETRE.

NOTHIN’  
BUT A  
‘G’ THANG

MY, WHAT COOL 
TEETH YOU HAVE

A SNOOP-COVERED SWEATSHIRT  

IS PRETTY MUCH A NECESSITY.

TAKE A BITE OUT OF AUTUMN WITH  

THIS HAND-CRAFTED FANG PENDANT 

NECKLACE THAT DOUBLES AS A GRILL. 

SWEATSHIRT, 70, CLASHIST. 
SHORTS, 69 , FAUBOURG DU TEMPLE. 
SNEAKERS, 70, PROJECT CANVAS.

JACKET, 199, PLNY LALA. CROP TOP, 40, PRETTY 
SNAKE. PENDANT NECKLACE, 280, VERAMEAT. 
CHOKER, 73, MYOB.  SHADES, 45, QUAY. 
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beyond her growing 
modeling portfolio, 
paloma elsesser is turning 
heads with her totally 
original personal style. 
photographed by zara 
mirkin. by beca alexander

“Sometimes I just feel like I’m an 
extra out of the movie Belly,” says 
Paloma Elsesser, nursing a coffee 
at a SoHo café. Wearing a flowy 
white dress from Reformation and 
huge gold hoops, it’s easy to see the 
influence of her style idols, which 
include J. Lo, Selena, and a young 
Mary J. Blige. But the emerging 
model also gives props to an 
inspiration who’s a bit more OG.  
“I love watching The Sopranos— 
my girl, Carmela. That’s my  
number one.” 
     Judging by fellow diners’ double-
takes, it’s easy to see why legions  
of people have started following her 
on Instagram—upwards of 16,000 
who praise her curves and ’90s-hip-
hop-infused style. Scroll through  
her profile (@palomija) and you’ll 
find a mix of selfies featuring her 
sexy street look (think: gelled baby 
hairs, sharp white manicures, 
and gold door-knocker earrings) 
alongside photos of hoopties. 

“I think I give a voice to a silent 
subculture of girls who are a bit 
above-average-sized, of color…,” 
says the 21-year-old, who recently 
modeled for Steve Madden and  
just wrapped a shoot for i-D 
magazine with Petra Collins.

Stylewise, Elsesser is a girl who 
likes to mix it up. She loves sneakers 
(“I think I’ve probably got like 70”) 
but she’s no tomboy. She’s just as 

urban 
legend

likely to pair Nike Dunks with a 
figure-hugging dress as she is an 
oversized jersey. In real life, she’s 
a girl of many interests (when 
she’s not modeling, she’s a literary 
studies undergrad at The New 
School and reading Nabokov).

Although she eschews the plus-
size-model label, she’s proud of her 
figure. “At the end of the day, I’m 
still serving,” says Elsesser, who is 
bicoastal and biracial (her father  
is Chilean and Swiss and her mom 
is African American). “Honestly,  
if being a hanger would mean that  
I didn’t have boobs or a butt, then 
no, thank you.”
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the next 
street-style 
superstars

meet the  
girls that win  
the sidewalk.  
by diana tsui

Day job: Based in Oslo, the blogger 
includes DJ and photographer on  
her résumé. Her site Style Devil  
(rodeo.net/styledevil) is a mishmash  
of outfits, original street-style shots, and 
inspiring images culled from the Web.
The signature: Besides the crowd of 
tattoos lining her left arm, her hair is 
an ever-changing rainbow each season. 
Currently, it’s deep brown, but it’s been 
every shade from orange to green.
Why photographers love her: Call it  
the enduring power of the rocker look—
whether it’s a studded leather jacket, 
dark lip, or leopard coat, Theodorsen 
looks like the girl who has VIP access  
to all of the best secret concerts.

Day job: Greener is 
currently the senior 
fashion editor for Elle 
China. Besides creating 
colorful editorials 
for the publication,  
she’s also incredibly 
active on Instagram  
(@leaf_greener), sharing 
behind-the-scenes snaps 
from the various photo 
shoots she oversees. 
The signature: Kooky 
sunglasses—whether 
round, cat-eye, or 
’70s-inspired oversized 
frames. You name it,  
she has a pair.  
Why photographers love  
her: Just like her choice 
in eyewear, she's not 
afraid to be loud and 
eclectic. Bright hues, 
crazy prints, and 
oversized jewelry that 
normally wouldn’t work 
together somehow pair 
perfectly in her world. 

Day job: The Dutch-born and Milan-based style 
star began her career as a fashion publicist and 
stylist before starting her own site, lindatol.com. 
Besides chronicling her outfits and travels, Tol 
also has killer access to fashion week and snaps 
the chaos on and off the runway. The signature: 
Her choppy, platinum bowl cut serves as an  
ideal base for creative colors like blue, green,  
and pink. Why photographers love her: No 
matter how ladylike the look, Tol adds a sporty 
touch in the form of sneakers, drawstring  
shorts, or the perfect letterman’s jacket.

Day job: Hailing from England and based 
in Brooklyn, Sarwar's dreamy shots for her 
eponymous photography site (nadiasarwar.
com) include capturing the street-style scene 
at fashion weeks across the globe. Over at 
froufrouu.com, it’s all about meticulous black-
and-white pics of her outfits. The signature: 
Her long, sleek black hair and gleaming 
gold nose ring. Why photographers love her: 
Sarwar's aesthetic is grown-up grunge. She 
knows her way around a long skirt, combat 
boots, and plaid. The finishing touch? The 
perfect hat, be it a beanie or floppy fedora.

linda tol
nadia sarwar

marianne theodorsen

leaf greener
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preetma 
singh
after swapping legal caseloads for fashion 
shows, this market editor by day thrashes around 
on the drums at night for nyc’s vomitface. by 
alexandra ilyashov. photographed by eric t. white

coat by carven, 
dress by kaelen.
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LISTENING
Nirvana’s In Utero is 
my favorite album 
ever. It still sounds 
fresh. Right now, 

I’m loving “Hip New 
Jerk” by Slippertails.

SHOPPING 
Revival Vintage 

Boutique in Hoboken. 
The owner has great 
taste, and the prices 

are amazing. I go every 
weekend. 
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DRINKING
A vodka-ginger ale 

is my standard, and I 
drink rum and Cokes 

before our shows. 
I need the sugar to 

keep me going.

EATING
I love Roman Nose 
in Jersey City. Their 
spaghetti pomodoro 
is great, with bright, 
lovely tomatoes, and 
they make lasagna 

from scratch.

READING
For the past four 
months, I’ve been 
reading band bios. 

Nerdy, I know! The last 
one I read was Our Band 

Could Be Your Life by 
Michael Azerrad.

BEAUTIFYING
I love Tom Ford 

lipsticks. They’re 
saturated enough 

for darker skin 
tones, which is hard 

to find.

Singh attempted to give Micah 
her digits: “I wrote my number 
down wrong on a beer bottle. Very 
classy,” she recalls. They managed 
to reconnect “through the wonders 
of Myspace,” she adds, and have 
dated ever since, including a long-
distance stint while the guys were 
doing experimental noise projects 
in Nashville, and Singh was “being a 
lawyer and being miserable” in New 
York City.

“I did everything right, I went to 
a good school, and the end result 
didn’t make me happy,” she says. 
Successful partners at the firm 
told her: “If there’s anything else 
you love, try it before you need the 
money because you’ve got kids.” 
So, after two years of lawyering, 
Singh started a style blog in 2010 
called The Working Girl, Esq. An 
internship at Refinery29 followed, 
then jobs at Vogue and Marie Claire, 
all leading up to her current gig as 
WSJ.’s market editor. Somewhere in 
there—Singh estimates it was while 
working as a fashion assistant at 
Vogue—she saw that Guitar Center 

It’s a late summer afternoon in 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, and block 
after block there’s brunching, 
shopping, and day drinking going 
down. But not for Vomitface—the 
self-described sludge-pop trio 
has been practicing for hours in a 
subterranean studio in preparation 
for some upcoming high-profile 
gigs, including their CMJ festival 
debut this month. The eye can’t help 
but land on Preetma Singh behind 
the drums, her bright, grassy-hued 
strands raked into a high pony, and 
her ensemble of navy shorts and a 
matching tee borrowed from the 
boys (literally). It’s a far cry from 
her usual getups while on duty as 
WSJ. Magazine’s market editor, an 
even farther cry from the suits she 
donned during her corporate lawyer 
days.

In 2007, the Toronto-bred Singh, 
then a law student at Vanderbilt, 
met her future Vomitface 
bandmates, Tennessee natives and 
childhood pals Jared Micah (vocals, 
guitar) and Keller McDivitt (bass), 
at a JEFF the Brotherhood show. 
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was having a deal on drums. “The 
goal wasn’t to be in a band,” she 
says about her decision to buy a kit. 
“But we goofed around, came up 
with songs, and dug it!” 

The less-than-savory band name 
came about before the band did. 
“At a party we facetiously, tipsily 
told someone that if we had a band, 
we’d name it Vomitface,” says 
Singh. The moniker stuck. Partly 
because “it encapsulates us as 
people—we’re sick of nostalgia and 
repetitiveness in pop culture,” she 
says. She smiles before admitting 
part two: “I get food poisoning quite 
a lot.” 

As one might guess from the 
name, Vomitface shows are wild, 
raucous affairs—“You shouldn’t 
be able to read a book or have a 
conversation while we’re playing,” 
says Singh. Her typical stagewear 
includes sneakers—“to absorb 
the shock”—and a dress or skirt 
with bike shorts underneath. “It 
gets sweaty; it’s hard to look cute 
playing drums,” she says. But do 
her daytime cubemates ever make 
appearances? “They do! And I 
thought it would be a lot weirder 
than it is,” she says. “It’s not the 
type of music they’d usually listen 
to, but they genuinely have a 
great time.” Singh’s former Vogue 
colleagues have also come to 
shows, and her lawyer pals as well. 
“Lawyers have a reputation for 
being square,” she says. “But trust 
me, lots of them are pretty crazy.” 
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pack your wardrobe with a plethora of plaids.
photographed by eric t. white. styled by liz rundbaken



064 1. stüssy, $60 2. white + warren, $420 3. tommy hilfiger, $69 4. jil sander navy, $555 5. mcq alexander mcqueen, $575 6. eugenia kim, $240  
7. missguided, $17 8. hugo, $845 9. oxydo, $118 10. asos, $45 11. levi's, $68 12. kate spade saturday, $120. opposite page: clothing and 
shoes by thakoon. previous page: clothing and shoes by sacai, hat by badacious. 

SHOP THESE ITEMS 
AT SHOP.NYLON.COM







1. 7 for all mankind, $495 2. vince camuto, $79 3. rag & bone, $175 4. want les essentials de la vie, $550 5. kangol, $40 6. white crow, $67 7. maison scotch, $159  
8. see by chloé, $235 9. sass & bide, $290 10. sea, $265 11. dv by dolce vita, $80 12. d-id, $208. opposite page: clothing by rag & bone, necklace by snash jewelry. 067



1. denim & supply ralph lauren, $145 2. vans, $37 3. kim & zozi, $149 4. preen by thornton bregazzi, $974 5. komono, $100 6. topshop, $150 7. xoxo, $59 8. penfield, 
$85 9. kate spade saturday, $260 10. jerome c. rousseau, $795 11. steffen schraut, $345 12. reece hudson, $495. opposite page: clothing and accessories by marc  
by marc jacobs, rings by suzywan deluxe.  hair: timothy aylward at workgroup using oribe. makeup: katie mellinger using chanel long lasting eyeliner. manicurist:  
angel williams at opus beauty using dior vernis. model: anna laura at marilyn.068
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this fall, calvin klein continues 
to prove it’s perennially on point. 
photographed by christopher 
ferguson. styled by dani stahl

dress and shoes by  
calvin klein collect ion.
opposite page: jacket  
by calvin klein collect ion, 
bra and underwear  
by calvin klein  
underwear,  jeans  
by calvin klein jeans.



000

this page and 
opposite page: 
al l  clothing and 
accessories  
by coach.



Calvin Klein has been in tune 
with the It factor, outfitting girls 
with that je ne sais quoi in their 
campaigns and on the streets. 
(Who could forget that the label 
launched the legendary career 
of Kate Moss with an iconic 
underwear ad?) “When you think 
of Calvin Klein, you think of girls 
who really experience life and 
are connected to culture in many 
ways,” explains the women’s 
creative director of Calvin Klein 
Collection, Francisco Costa. “A 
lot of it has to do with having 
confidence.” A survey of the social 
media campaign #mycalvins 
(which prompts people to tag 
photos of themselves sporting 
Calvin Klein) is evidence enough, 
featuring legions of stylish girls 
like Rita Ora and Ellie Goulding 
wearing the clothes in their own 
way. For decades these cool 
women have been drawn to Calvin 
Klein—with its raw, streamlined, 
modern take on glamour—because 
the brand itself is quintessentially 
cool. Few other global fashion 
labels have such a defined vision, 
a signature aesthetic so very much 
their own. This fall, the brand 
presents “a return to basics, but 
done in a truly luxurious way,” 
according to Costa. “The collection 
is rooted in rich, cozy knits with a 
bohemian-meets-streetwear vibe,” 
he continues. Playful details such 
as glass safety-pin closures adorn 
contrasting-proportioned pieces 
rendered in modest yet elevated 
fabrics like artisan tweeds, 
brushed mohair, cashmere, and 
needle-punched wool. A spectrum 
of autumnal, brown tones ranging 
from taupe to espresso abound, 
as do nomadic-inspired textures. 
Accessories with an urban edge 
complete the offerings. Expect 
the collection to be the season’s 
uniform for It Girls everywhere. 
DANI STAHL   

since its 
beginning,



sweater and skir t  by 
calvin klein collect ion. 
opposite page: jacket , 
skir t ,  and shoes by calvin 
klein collect ion,  shir t 
and underwear by  
calvin klein underwear.

hair :  travis speck  
at sal ly hershberger. 
makeup: daniel le  
weldon. manicurist : 
angel wil l iams at opus 
beauty using dior vernis . 
model:  kat poly at one.
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OFFICE DESIGN

nylon’s digital team is growing 
by leaps and bounds, so it 
needed a revamped space. 
enter homepolish, who came 
armed with shiny new gear—
and plenty of paint.

Big things are brewing at NYLON.com 
(stay tuned for the rad relaunch of the 
website, coming very soon). And the 
face-lift isn’t only happening online. 
    Late this summer, the creative 
team at Homepolish revamped our 
digital offices, with a little help from 
friends at Gilt. “We wanted the design 
to speak to NYLON’s brand,” says 
Shelly Lynch-Sparks, who heads up 
commercial design for Homepolish. 

office upgrade
“Music and fashion were our muses. 
We used pops of color and kept a 
rock ’n’ roll vibe.”
     Lynch-Sparks worked with junior 
designer Andrea Perez and drew 
inspiration from many sources. 
“We really went for it,” says Lynch-
Sparks. “The furniture alone had its 
own story, but the graffiti wall really 
takes it home.”



OFFICE DESIGN white pen cups, $144; white bits and bobs trays, $120; pink  
file sorters, $384; pink mouse pads, $216; all packs of 24 at 
poppin.com. pink pens, $24 for four boxes at poppin.com.

s.h.o. modern barrel 
chair, $1,295; 808 
home zoey love seat, 
$1,999; serena & lily 
salon pillow cover, 
$45; pink rug, $500; 
avedon fashion book, 
$66; love looks not with 
the eyes book, $46; all 
at gilt.com. uttermost 
henzler coffee table, 
$521, wayfair.com. 
james r. moder crystal 
chandelier, $1,829, 
lampsplus.com.

interior

Client: CAROLEE

Job # 14CL0079

Space/Dimensions: 4C

Trim: 2.625” x 10.5”, Bleed: 2.875” x 10.75”,  

Safety: .375”

Collateral: NYLON October 2014

Filename: 14CL0079NylonOCT-CLM.indd

Date: 8/5/14

Pass: 1

Name: yl

NYLON 

(OCTOBER 2014)

DOUBLE TAKE bracelets
WORD playTM

AVAILABLE AT 

BLOOMINGDALE’S and BLOOMINGDALES.COM

WEAR
your story

R4

258079_01_CW_14CL0079NylonOCT-CLM-R4_x1a_EL.indd   1 8/21/14   7:01 AM

faithfull to jagger art 
print, $165; sophia loren 
art print, $299; 5th 
street art print, $65; ink 
blot iii art print, $129; 
love neon lights art 
print, $99; slink vase, 
$14; all at gilt.com.
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Safety-pin your braids,  
slap on a dark blue  
lip, checkerboard your  
nails, and cue up a song  
by The Cramps.  
 
TRY THESE: manic panic electric 
amethyst classic cream formula, $14, 
manicpanic.biz; bumble and bumble 
sumotech, $28, bumbleandbumble.
com; rituel de fille forbidden lipstick 
in shadow self, $23, catbirdnyc.com; 
topshop beauty chameleon glow in 
u-turn, $16, topshop.com; make up 
for ever eyelashes strip in blakeley 
119, $16, sephora.com.
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time-travel back to the ‘90s with us! photographed by brooke nipar. styled by michael kozak 



You heard it here first: 
Butterfly clips and 
glitter hair spray are 
back. Don’t forget to 
dip your claws in 
Swarovski crystals, 
brush on iridescent eye 
shadow, and find the 
perfect purple false 
lash to complete the 
fairy-princess look.  
 
TRY THESE: manic panic 
siren’s song classic cream 
formula and manic mixer 
pastel-izer classic cream 
formula, $14 and $9, 
manicpanic.biz; topshop 
beauty chameleon glow in 
shuffle the cards, $16, 
topshop.com; lime crime 
opaque lipstick in serpentina, 
$18, limecrime.com; napoleon 
perdis faux lashes in orchid, 
$20, neimanmarcus.com; 
swarovski crystal tabac hotfix 
rhinestones, $10, mjtrim.com.
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Put a badass spin 
on Baby Spice: 
Zigzag your part, 
go heavy on the 
glitter, and give 
your French mani 
a punk update 
with decals. 
 
TRY THESE: manic 
panic hot hot pink 
classic cream formula, 
$14, manicpanic.biz; 
ardency inn modster 
smooth ride 
supercharged eyeliner in 
grass, $19, sephora.com; 
make up for ever glitters 
in gold 1, $15, sephora.
com; bareminerals 
marvelous moxie 
lipgloss in hypnotist, 
$18, sephora.com;  
sara m lyons totally  
90’s nail decals, $11, 
emergingthoughts.com.
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Plant daisies in your 
hair, dip-dye your roots 
blue, apply holographic 
glitter over your  
lip gloss, and take 
inspiration from Cher 
Horowitz’s iconic 
yellow-plaid outfit  
for nail art.  
 
TRY THESE: manic panic  
bad boy blue classic cream 
formula, $14, manicpanic.biz; 
surratt lip lustre 12 amethystè, 
$32, barneys.com; urban 
decay moondust eyeshadow 
in glitter rock, $20, sephora.
com; obsessive compulsive 
cosmetics cosmetic colour 
pencils in feathered, $16, 
sephora.com; m.a.c cosmetics 
lipstick in heroine, $16, 
maccosmetics.com.
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urban 
outfitters 
beauty shop

086

space invader

1 3 3 3  b r o a d way, 
h e r a l d  s q u a r e , 
n e w  y o r k  c i t y

Think you’ve got Urban 
Outfitters all figured out? The 
durable fashion chain—best 
known for its array of indie 
clothing lines, butterfly chairs, 
and quasi-risqué photo books—
has just added a massive new 
beauty department to what’s 
now its largest location, a 
57,000-square-foot space in 
Manhattan’s Herald Square. 
While plenty of big names 
are present and accounted 
for—like Stila, Lipstick Queen, 
Mario Badescu, NUXE—the real 
standouts are the harder-to-find 
brands, including a world-class 
selection of Korean products. 
This means you can finally cop 

ph
ot
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ed
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.

labels like Tony Moly, Mizon, 
and Holika Holika, which not 
only boast some super-cute 
packaging (think: kittens 
and bunnies) but also have 
amazing formulations and 
pigments. Nearly as exciting 
is the extensive range of 
independent labels like Aster  
& Bay, Farmaesthetics, 
Herbivore Botanicals, and  
The Gnarly Whale. Bonus: 
There’s a photo booth in the 
beauty section—perfect for 
showing off your new finds  
to your bestie in 3, 2, 1…!  
JADE TAYLOR



wednesday 
addams
from The Addams Family
The bad seed that is 
Wednesday Addams (played on 
film by a young Christina Ricci) 
may be one of the holiday’s 
most durable costume ideas—I 
have dressed up as Wednesday 
twice for Halloween. It’s not 
hard to see why. Grab a black 
dress with a sharp white collar, 
and all you really need to do is 
center-part your hair, braid it in 
pigtails, and transform yourself 
into a walking-dead girl. As 
Wednesday herself once 
snarled: “This is my costume. 
I’m a homicidal maniac—they 
look just like everyone else.”

bad  
girls  
club
on halloween, there's only 
one rule:  wear something 
black. by jade taylor

from American  
Horror Story: Coven
Last season’s Coven edition 
of American Horror Story 
quickly introduced us to 
Madison Montgomery 
(Emma Roberts), a movie star 
banished to Miss Robichaux’s 
Academy for young witches 
after telekinetically dropping 
a spotlight on her director’s 
head. A narcissistic nightmare 
who chain-smokes and taunts 

madison 
montgomery

her classmates, Madison 
blossoms into a full-blown 
sociopath intent on becoming 
the next Supreme, the head 
of the coven. She quickly gets 
her throat slit by the current 
Supreme (played by Jessica 
Lange)—but this is no big deal 
for Madison, who’s resurrected 
and attempts to perform 
The Seven Wonders to prove 
that she is, in fact, the next 
Supreme. Turns out she isn’t, 
but her all-black ensembles 
and old-Hollywood makeup 
remain a glam take on a  
witchy Halloween. 

nancy downs 
from The Craft
Assuming you’ve watched 
the greatest movie of all time, 
there’s no need to intro you to 
Nancy Downs, Fairuza Balk’s 
character from The Craft. Nancy 
is a ’90s-goth dream, with eyes 
smothered in black liner and lips 
done up in a devilishly bloody 
shade of crimson—both of which 
perfectly fit her fuck-you attitude. 
After stealing spell books at an 
occult shop and summoning 
the deity Manon with her three 
friends, she spirals deeper 
into her addiction for power—
eventually ending up in a mental 
institution. To do Nancy right, 
grab your three besties, pick up 
some supplies (a spiked black 
collar necklace and schoolgirl 
outfit), and transform yourselves 
into the teenage witches this 
Halloween. As Nancy would  
say, “Punk rock—let’s go!”

news

“dark” willow 
rosenberg
from Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Willow Rosenberg, Buffy 
Summers’s BFF on the cult-
favorite TV show Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer, is, at first, an 
adorably geeky sidekick, the 
kind who wears overalls with 
daisies on them and wraps her 
ginger hair up in pigtails. But 
Willow’s Wiccan powers grow 

over several seasons—and 
come into full force after her 
girlfriend Tara is murdered in 
front of her. Willow’s once-fiery 
red strands turn black—she’s so 
cold that all she can manage is 
a deadpan “Bored now” before 
she rips the flesh off the body 
of Tara’s killer. Though Willow 
eventually returns to her good-
girl ways, her alter ego will 
forever be an A-plus Halloween 
costume idea. Don’t forget 
your stake and Sunnydale High 
School varsity jacket.
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grrrl talk

clementine creevy and julia cumming are just  average teenage girls—who 
each happen to be in an incredible band: cherry glazerr and sunflower 
bean, respectively. here, they interview each other on beauty, music, and 
everything in between. by jade taylor. photographed by janell shirtcliff

blonde on blonde

CC: This house show in 
Portland. There were 200 
kids squished into a smelly 
basement and going crazy 
during our set!
CC: What about you guys?
JC: This show at Penn State. 
People were crowd surfing in 
the smallest living room ever. 
CC: What posters did you 
have on your wall growing up?
JC: I used to have a Brian 
Wilson shrine in my room.  
I really loved the late Beach 
Boys stuff where things got 

Clementine Creevy:  
How did you get started 
playing music?
Julia Cumming: I started 
playing music when I was, 
like, 12 years old. Both of  
my parents were very  
musical and played in  
bands their whole lives,  
so they taught me a lot.
JC: Did you always feel like 
you wanted to be a musician?
CC: I feel like a lifer, yes.  
I began singing and writing 
songs when I was a little kid. 
When I picked up the guitar 
I felt like I had found my 
calling; nothing feels better  
to me than writing songs. 
JC: What’s your favorite  
song you’ve ever written?
CC: "Haxel Princess." It's 
about gay kids who have 
to face prejudice and how 
horrible that is. It concludes 
with hope that one day 
everyone will understand 
what equality truly means.
CC: How did Sunflower  
Bean start as a band?
JC: It started after I met  
Nick [Kivlen] and Jacob 
[Faber] through a friend  
of mine. They had already 
been jamming under the 
name with different bass 
players. They needed 
someone serious, and  
I was really serious about it.
JC: What’s the craziest show 
Cherry Glazerr have played?

weird and creepy.
JC: What are your thoughts 
on being a girl in music?
CC: I've certainly faced 
sexism. The music industry 
is still a very male-dominated 
field. With that being said,  
I surround myself with smart 
people. I think if you have 
the mentality that people are 
out to get you, then you're 
just going to be upset with 
yourself and others. It's  
best to keep your head up 
high while staying humble.

JC: What about being  
young and having such  
big responsibilities?
CC: It's difficult. I'm  
missing a lot of school  
this year because we'll  
be touring. I'm constantly 
doing interviews and 
scheduling during school 
time. I like school though; 
my favorite class this year  
is women's studies. I'm 
already a feminist but it's 
really educating me on  
a deep level. 
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CC: Who is your ultimate 
fashion icon in music?
JC: My ultimate fashion  
icons, right now at least, are  
The Ramones. They care just 
enough, and also not at all, 
which to me is glam. 
JC: You?
CC: Patti Smith was really  
out there with her style and  
it was awesome. 
CC: What's something  
you can't stop wearing?
JC: My denim biker jacket  
by The Kooples. 
JC: You?
CC: My white Converse.  
They were once white, now 
they're blackish gray like how 
they should be. They're going  
to fall apart soon but they  
look cool so whatever! 
CC: How would you  
describe your style?
JC: Somewhere between  
black denim and black leather!

JC: How did you end  
up going blonde?
CC: I actually went bleach 
blonde on accident. I had it 
dirty blonde and when I asked 
my hairdresser to go "a little 
blonder" he went all out! At  
first I was freaked out, but I  
got into it after a week or so. 
The phrase "blondes have  
more fun" is true, to an extent.
JC: Totally! I went blonde 
because I was sick of my own 
face, and I needed something 
completely different. I think 
everyone should be a bleach-
blonde at least once; it's  
a game changer. 
JC: Who’s your ultimate  
beauty icon in music?
CC: Right now, Yukimi  

Nagano from Little Dragon, 
she's so gorgeous. Also Annie 
Clark from St. Vincent, she has 
stellar style and flawless skin! 
JC: Is there something you 
always do with your makeup?
CC: I almost always do cat  
eye, not too dramatic unless  
I fuck it up, in which case  
I just keep making it bigger.  
I love Kevyn Aucoin’s The  
Matte Lip Color in Timeless,  
it’s an orange-red lipstick. 
CC: What about your  
makeup on stage?
JC: A clean cat eye and red  
lips are my absolute favorite. 
I only wear M.A.C Cosmetics 
Viva Glam Matte red lipstick,  
on stage or wherever I go.  
I love red lipstick, it's classic.
CC: What about your best 
beauty advice?
JC: I'd say that if you wake up 
and you gotta go somewhere, 
and you still have some 
mascara under your eye,  
just leave it. It's badass.



If the name Stephanie Simek doesn’t 
immediately ring a bell, let me explain 
why she’ll soon be your new favorite 
perfumer. Simek’s existing fragrance 
library includes a scent called Grey 
Garden (it has pressed blooms floating 
inside!) and another called Honeymoon, 
which is bottled inside of a sea-urchin 
shell. She’s outdone herself with her 
latest fragrance, Selenite, which is 
housed within an actual selenite crystal. 
After working with crystals for the past 
few years, Simek focused on selenite 
for this fragrance because its softness 
allows it to be hand-carved into a bottle. 
Like her other perfumes, Selenite is 
packed with premium-grade, plant-
based essential oils and absolutes; 
the powdery floral notes, with hints 
of vanilla and mandarin, will basically 
teleport you into some kind of magical 
cave of crystals. Which, knowing Simek, 
is exactly what she was aiming for. 
stephanie simek selenite eau de parfum, 
$95 for 0.125 fl. oz., stephaniesimek.com

Get ready to look otherworldly: 
Each element of Clé de Peau’s 
limited-edition Beauté Céleste 
collection was inspired by the 
night sky. The Makeup Coffret 
includes a neutral eye and poppy 
cheek palette, a deep crimson 
lipstick, and a mascara; the 
Shimmering Lip Gloss Trio offers 
three sheer glosses applied with  
a unique, half-moon wand. Last 
but not least is the Powder 
Compact, with a (moon)light-
reflecting powder that highlights 
contours with a soft, pearl-like 
finish. Bonus: The packaging 
features a gorgeous star map,  
a collector’s item for beauty (and 
space) junkies alike. clé de peau 
collection beauté céleste, $50-
$195, cledepeau-beaute.com

When it comes to nail wraps, I’ve 
seen it all, from conventional polka 
dots, stripes, and zigzags to intricate 
designs—did you know you can get an 
actual photo printed on a nail wrap? 
That said, Scratch, a Los Angeles 
start-up, has just debuted one of the 
coolest nail wraps I’ve ever seen: the 
Zodiac Collection. Scratch is releasing 
one limited-edition nail wrap per 
month, in line with the astrological 
calendar. (Next up is the Scorpio 
design, which Scratch will unveil on 
October 24.) “Symbols, colors, and 
patterns were all chosen for reasons 
specific to the coinciding sign,” says 
artist Katie E. Lehman, who designed 
the wraps. “I think conceptual 
significance just makes them all the 
more appealing.” scratch the zodiac 
collection, $24 each, goscratchit.com

strange magic
light some sage and enjoy these 
bewitching beauty offerings. by jade 
taylor. illustrated by carine brancowitz

CRYSTAL CLEAR

WRAP PARTY

CELESTIAL DREAM
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If you’ve ever stumbled into a 
psychic’s shop in search of spiritual 
guidance, you know the first thing 
that hits you is the pungent aroma. 
The folks behind Catbird—everyone’s 
cult-favorite dainty-jewelry brand—
know this all too well, and they’ve 
just released a Tarot Deck candle 
that exudes notes of incense, 
Turkish rose, and pencil shavings—
an olfactory heaven of all things 
mystical. With two cards strategically 
featured on the candle’s label—The 
Temptress (representing a seductive 
lover) and Two of Wands (a balance 
of give and take)—the candle speaks 
for itself, no Ouija board necessary. 
catbird home & lounge tarot deck 
candle, $32, catbirdnyc.com

I’ll admit it: I am totally that girl who 
will ask for your astrological sign the 
first time I meet you. Maybe it’s my 
curious, Sagittarian nature—but I 
honestly think it’s an important way 
to understand someone’s personality. 
Needless to say, I flipped out when 
I heard that the beauty veterans at 
Estée Lauder were releasing Zodiac 
Powder Compacts, with each of the 
12 star signs displayed in crystals 
on a gold-plated compact. Inside 
each one, you’ll find the translucent 
Lucidity powder, which helps 
minimize pores and excess shine—
useful whether you’re an Aries, 
Pisces, or any star sign in between. 
estée lauder zodiac powder compact, 
$49.50 each, esteelauder.com

HOUSE OF CARDS

SIGN ME UP

Erica Bradbury founded her jewelry 
and apothecary line, Species by 
the Thousands, in 2006, inspired 
by creepy things like unexplained 
encounters, haunted Revolutionary 
War redoubts, and the legend of 
Lizzie Borden. Bradbury’s interest in 
the paranormal is further explored 
with SBTT’s new room sprays: Love, 
Money, Protection, and Energy, 
all of which reference magical 
anointments. My choice is the 
Energy spray, a blend of essential oils 
with peppermint, ginger, and black 
pepper—those just happen to be the 
same ingredients traditionally inhaled 
before magical rituals. Start spritzing 
the bad energy away! species by the 
thousands white magic energy spray, 
$16, speciesbythethousands.com

WILD SAGE
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libertine’s fall ’14 show was packed with lots of colorful, heavily embellished textures.  
this led makeup and nail artist katie jane hughes to deck out the models like 1960s-inspired 
party girls. for the hair, stylist akemi tamaribuchi crafted voluminous, “lived-in” locks.

1. and 2. fake some killer 
cheekbones by contouring 
the hollows of your 
cheeks using a tapered 
contour brush and  
creamy bronzer. real 
techniques core collection 
contour brush, $18 for 
4 brushes, and becca 
cosmetics lowlight 
sculpting perfector, $38

3. flaws, be gone! prep 
your skin with the 
ultimate concealer. 
laura mercier secret 
camouflage, $34

4. layer some eye shadow 
on top of your black  
and white eyeliner.  
nars duo eyeshadow  
in pandora, $35

5. comb your lashes with 
a few coats of ultra-
black mascara. essence 
lash mania reloaded 
waterproof mascara, $5

6. and 7. start by drawing 
a cat-eye wing shape  
with the black eye pencil, 
and then trace your 
bottom lash line with 
the white liner for added 
effect. butter london wink 
eye pencil in union jack 
black and alabaster  
gaze, $18 each

8. pucker up with a 
retro coral-nude lipstick. 
covergirl lip perfection 
lipstick in rapture, $7.50

9. create buildable  
texture with a touchable 
finish. kérastase spray  
a porter, $38

10. paint your tips first 
using the black knight 
lacquer. then, apply 
diamond geezer at 
the base of your nail. 
finally, use stardust and 
anorak polishes over the 
entire nail to achieve 
that “digging through 
diamonds” effect.  
butter london nail lacquer  
in the black knight,  
diamond geezer, stardust, 
and anorak, $15 each

the look
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everyone wants perfectly 
textured beach hair without 
the expense of a blowout—
or actually dipping into the 
ocean every morning. here 
are three super-easy ways 
to get those dream locks, 
no sand required. by jade 
taylor. illustrated by beth 
zimmerman

mermaid 
parade

TIP #1 
This is one of beauty’s oldest tricks for wavy hair, and it’s been around 
so long because it actually works. 
Use your choice of a paste, mold, 
or gel—I like the ones from Oscar Blandi and Verb—to sculpt a braid in place, then secure it with an Emi-Jay elastic band, which won’t leave a blunt line on your ends. A few hours later when you unravel your braid—

voilà, a mess of curls you can brush out for flawless #wokeuplikethis hair. 
oscar blandi pronto braid paste,  

$25; verb sculpting clay, $14;  
emi-jay hair ties, $6.50

TIP #2
Tools. I know what you’re thinking: “But I 
don’t know how to use them!” Totally get 
it—but hair tools aren’t as scary as they 
look. Try Sarah Potempa's Beach-waver: 

The rod rotates in different directions 
for your hair to dive off into a perfect 

wave. And remember those old-school 
hot rollers by Conair? Well, they've been 

redesigned for the modern girl. And 
Amika’s conventional curling iron has 

a wand for sculpting some wavy locks. 
infiniti pro by conair secret curl, $119.99; 
amika switch kit starter set and beach 

bombshell 1", $100 and $30; sarah 
potempa beachwaver pro, $200

TIP #3 

My personal favorite: texturizing and 

sea salt sprays. There are so many 

on beauty aisles now, but I have tried 

and tested (practically) everything 

out there. My choices: Oribe's Dry 

Texturizing Spray, Göt2B's Beach 

Trippin' Waving Spray, and Herbivore 

Botanicals Sea Mist. All of these 

deliver that pretty-gritty texture 

without any grimy residue or sticky 

strands! oribe dry texturizing spray, 

$42; göt2b beach trippin' salt-

infusion waving spray, $6; herbivore 
botanicals sea mist, $18 



rookie regular hazel ci l ls  catches up with the site’s editor-in-
chief on the cusp of her broadway debut—and we check in with 
members of the enigmatic teen’s ever-expanding orbit  of  influence. 
photographed by petra coll ins.  styled by susan joy
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top by baserange, 
pants by 3.1 phil l ip l im, 
bracelet by lucy folk .

“I, like, just woke up,” says Tavi Gevinson, laughing. It’s 4 
p.m. on a Sunday. She relays details from the previous night 
spent dancing into the wee hours with her new roomie, 
photographer Petra Collins, in New York City. Memories of  
a Rookie Road Trip we took a couple of years ago flood back—
images of the two best friends dancing in gas station parking 
lots across the country still clear as day. “We went ham  
last night,” she says. “So I’m using today to relax.”

Gevinson needs to take those extra hours of shut-eye when 
she can. Considering what she’s accomplished in her 18-year 
existence, there’s no doubt that the opportunity to sleep in is 
a rare delight. So far, she’s been a front-row fashion blogger, 
a dedicated and creative editor-in-chief, and an actress in the 
NBC dramedy Parenthood and the 2013 movie Enough Said. 
While most people strive to have one dream job, Gevinson 
has had all of them. “It’s something I have definitely had 
trouble reconciling with myself,” says Gevinson, about her 
unconventional slashie status. “Because you have this idea 
about what it means to be a writer, and what it means to be  
a performer, whether you’re introverted or extroverted. I have 
at times felt like they don’t mesh. Then it’s just, like, ‘No,  
fuck that. Maybe I don’t see a precedent for my life in the 
outside world, but I can be that precedent.’”

These days her main gig is on Broadway in the Kenneth 
Lonergan play This Is Our Youth. Acting opposite Michael 
Cera and Kieran Culkin, she stars as Jessica Goldman, the 
seemingly independent, cool fashion student who is more 
anxious and unsure of the world than she lets on. It’s not 
surprising that Gevinson was attracted to the role for many  
of the same reasons she’s drawn to examining teen girlhood  
in general. “Jessica epitomizes being young, very confused, 
and fearful,” she says. “At the same time, she’s also confident, 
and has a lot of interesting ideas.”

Gevinson rose to fame as the writer of the fashion blog  
Style Rookie, which she started as an 11-year-old in Oak  
Park, Illinois. At the forefront of the style-blogging 
movement—before the hobby guaranteed fancy endorsement 
deals—Gevinson’s blog was a journey into the weirder  
realms of personal style. With a refreshing mix of humor  
and confidence, she waxed poetic on Rei Kawakubo and 
embraced granny fashion with a gray bob.

As Gevinson’s audience expanded across age ranges  
and industries, so did the topics she covered on her blog,  
the most important being feminism. Turning to Sassy 
magazine and the community-driven rhetoric of ’90s riot 
grrrls, Gevinson launched the website Rookie for teenage girls  
in 2011. A concoction of introspective essays and pop-culture 
commentary, Rookie elevates teen girl voices to a place in 
media where they demand to be taken seriously.

Today, websites and online magazines written by teenaged 
Rookie readers are popping up all over the Internet, no doubt 
owing to the devoted cult of Gevinson. “I’m happy that Rookie 
could be part of this movement of girls taking up space, when 
maybe they haven’t always been told they’re allowed to,” 
she says with seriousness in her voice. “People talk through 
millennial think pieces about the dangers of having all of these 
public profiles and how we construct these identities, but it’s 
also, for me especially, a way of asserting your identity.” 

Gevinson sees Rookie as focusing on “the parts of being a 
teenager that I think all adults can learn from,” she says. “In 
The Breakfast Club, Allison says, ‘When you grow up, your 

“I feel weird calling  
myself a teenager now.  
I feel like a young woman.”
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heart dies,’ and I’ve definitely had a bit of a Catcher in the  
Rye crisis, wondering, ‘Am I going to grow up and lose this 
part of myself and become a horrible person?’” 

The answer is, presumably, no. It’s not hard to understand 
the ease with which Gevinson has moved between the worlds 
of fashion, writing, film, TV, and theater, when one gets a 
glimpse inside her own aesthetic-driven identity. A mood-
boarder for life, she can often be found grouping together 
photos, playlists, and outfits the way a film director like  
Wes Anderson might in preparation for a movie. 

But instead of gathering material for a feature-length,  
she’s simply curating the daily existence she stars in. “The 
world is extremely arbitrary and it’s a way to somehow find 
order,” she says, presumably already applying this visual 
catalog to her life in the city. “But you don’t move away from 
home and lose yourself. You move away and find yourself.”

Gevinson seems to know exactly who she is: “still a kid,” she 
admits. “According to science, adolescence apparently lasts 
until 25. But for the purpose of letting myself move on, and not 
living in the past, I feel weird calling myself a teenager now. 
I feel like a young woman.” A young woman whose personal 
expectations of herself are pretty high: “If you’re a good writer 
when you’re 18, you want to become an amazing writer when 
you’re older. You don’t want the novelty to wear off.” 

For Gevinson, that’s highly unlikely. With a college education 
at New York University in her future, and screenwriting 
aspirations, she will always refuse to limit herself, whether 
it be in acting, writing, or piecing together an inspired visual 
existence. “I don’t like to speak highly of myself, because I  
feel like being successful from a young age, it seems bratty for 
me to go all Kanye. But to be honest, I’m Tavi Gevinson, and  
I can do whatever I want,” she says with a laugh. “And I shall.”

it
girl

and she has... 
A FEW OF GEVINSON’S FRIENDS AND  
COLLEAGUES WEIGH IN ON “THE CULT OF TAVI.”

emma watson, actress and friend: 

“I remember reading an article on Rookie and wanting to  
know who wrote it. It was Tavi, so I started following 
everything she wrote. She has the most amazing ability 
to articulate ideas that are very difficult to put into words. 
She can make something so complicated seem simple and 
straightforward, and I think that’s why girls want to read 
Rookie. It provides a touchstone, a sense of comfort.

But it wasn’t until a year and a half ago that I actually met 
Tavi, when she interviewed me for Bling Ring. She came to  
my apartment with her dad, and I felt an instant connection.  
I understand what it’s like to be a young person in an industry 
that is much more grown up than you are. I remember that 
feeling of having to be chaperoned by my dad to a Chanel 
after-party and being stuck between two worlds—trying to 
juggle a professional life and homework. We bonded over  
how strange it is to explain to your contemporaries what  
you’re doing outside of school, and trying not to sound  
really arrogant and self-involved, but at the same time  
not lying about what you’re doing.

When she was interviewing me, I opened up to her  
in a way that I wouldn’t with any other journalist, because  

I felt that she was vulnerable, too, and we had so much common ground. Tavi’s just  
very authentic, and for someone so young, she is remarkably self-possessed. You just  
feel that you can trust someone like that. We’ve been supporting each other ever  
since that interview. 

Sometimes she’ll email me and bounce ideas off of me, and I’ll do the same. When  
I took my position as a goodwill ambassador for UN Women, I asked her to read through 
something I was writing, and she very kindly did. In turn, she’s asked me some questions 
about acting and other small pieces of advice. I’m not surprised she’s gotten into acting, 
because she’s such an intriguing character in her real life that of course people  
would want to see her on screen or on stage.

I think people are so drawn to her because there’s no such thing as high or low culture 
with Tavi. She can talk about a couture collection, intellectual feminism, and Taylor Swift 
songs all with equal excitement. She’s an interesting person, because she’s interested— 
in everything. So when you’re with her, the conversation never stops. I think she’s pretty 
incredible, really.”

rachel antonoff, fashion designer and friend: 

“Tavi has amazing style and dresses to please herself, not other people. I first met her  
in 2010 or 2011, at my fashion show, and just remember her being a really special  
person. We talked about feminism in Disney movies. We were both really bummed  
about The Little Mermaid—that she basically had to lose her voice to get the guy. I 
remember we had this really scintillating conversation…when you normally don’t have 
conversations like that at a fashion show. And after that, every conversation we’ve  
ever had has been just as scintillating.

I’m not ageist. I have a lot of friends who are younger. But you get the impression she’s 
done this before. I remember thinking that this isn’t her first time on this planet. She’s 
just a really intelligent, kind, caring person. What really makes her special is that she  
has this indefinable quality: It’s impossible to say what it is about her. You just meet  
her and you know she’s special. She’s capable of anything in the future.”

michael cera, co-star and on-stage love interest in This Is Our Youth:

“I didn’t know anything about Tavi before we auditioned for the play together, but out  
of the 10 people who came in that day, she stood out and was clearly the favorite. It was 
a very quick meeting, but she made a lasting impression with her strong handshake and 
tiny little hands. Then the next time I saw her was at our director Anna Shapiro’s house 
when Tavi was…a drunken mess. She was really falling apart that night—that’s not true! 

Seriously, when you’re working on a play, all pretenses dissolve, and you get to know 
somebody super fast. She has a completely unique sense of humor, but she reminds me 
a lot of my little sister actually, which is funny. Plus, Tavi is living in New York for the first 
time by herself, and I experienced something similar when I moved away from home to 
start working. So I know the moment she’s having and can relate to it. That said, she  
may only be 18, but at the same time she’s a completely self-sufficient person. I don’t 
have to worry about her—unless she’s taking an Uber car home with some strange  
dude as the driver. Then I ask her to text me, so I know she got home safely.”

rostam batmanglij, composed the score for This Is Our Youth: 

“I met Tavi at rehearsal for This Is Our Youth in Chicago back in June. I invited her  
to my band Vampire Weekend’s concert that night, and after the show we hung  
out and talked for about four hours. I had seen her in Enough Said and was struck  
by how excellent she was. I came out of the theater like, ‘Who was that who played  
the daughter’s friend?’ When I looked it up, I was curious to see what she’d do next.  
So it was a cool coincidence that we got to work side by side on this play. 

We have fun hanging out backstage, or walking around Midtown during breaks.  
She sometimes comes over to watch the web series High Maintenance on my laptop, 
though there have been times when we’re like, ‘Can’t—gotta work.’ I think we’re  
both people who care a lot about the projects that we tackle. 

I consider Tavi a friend because she’s dependable, honest, and very funny. But I think 
she’s become such a big star because she’s open with the world about who she is, and 
what she’s interested in. And then she’ll go after things she wants to achieve and be a 
torpedo about it—totally focused and harnessing all of her energy in that direction.”
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coat by carven, 
sunglasses by lucy folk .
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coat by asos,  shir t  by marc 
by marc jacobs,  shorts 
by levi ’s ,  shoes by guess, 
gevinson’s own necklace. 
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jessica hopper, Rookie music editor: 

“I first came across Tavi through Style Rookie. I was like, ‘Who is that cool-looking 
person? And she lives eight miles away from me!’ The first time you click on it, you have 
to dive back. It’s not the sort of thing where you can go, ‘Hmm, I can leave with just one 
little piece of this.’ I was baffled by how far-reaching her curiosity and knowledge was. 
I had a lot of a-ha moments reading her work, in both intellectual and visceral ways, so 
immediately I was on board with this girl. Eventually, I became Rookie’s music editor.

It’s so different from any place I’ve ever worked—really democratic and almost no ego. 
Everyone cheerleads everybody else’s work. It’s a utopian kind of experience you might 
want or imagine from a magazine that’s made by and for teenage girls. It’s a big part of 
all of our lives. We’ve brought in friends—everybody comes in the door with a plus-one. 

It’s great working with Tavi because she always goes with her gut. You can trust her 
choices and decisions. It’s her ship. Really, though, it’s a collective brain trust that’s 
vast with different pools of knowledge and resources and information and inspiration. 
She’s not, like, the supreme leader. We’re all just trying to make Rookie the best, most 
entertaining, most life-affirming resource that we can. 

I’m loath to compare the fanzines I did when I was a teenager to this…it’s really 
different. I’m working on an anthology of my own writing [The First Collection of  
Criticism by a Living Female Rock Critic, out May 12 via Featherproof Books], and some 
of the stuff in there is from my earliest fanzines. I was making my first paychecks as a 
music critic when I was 15, 16 years old, and I’m 38 now. Looking at that stuff, I don’t 
know if I could’ve had such smart conversations as, say, Tavi’s interview with Lorde. 
Well, I know I wasn’t having conversations that smart because I have fanzines to prove 
it moldering in my garage. But in some ways, Rookie is the logical, perfect extension of 
some of those ideals I was propagating in fanzines. Riot grrrl was destined to implode. 
It had a lot of trouble spots. But if you look at the Rookie comment section, there are 
awakenings and moments of incredible solidarity, of girls seeing themselves in other 
people’s writing, taking them out of isolation. That was what fanzines and riot grrrl did 
at their best—when we got all these girls in rooms together to talk about their lives and 
their frustrations and their joy. Rookie is the only place on the Internet where you can 
read the comments and not feel like less of a human. 

I rarely read comments elsewhere, but I recently saw some on a Tavi profile, and  
people were like, ‘Why the fuck do people care if this girl has a blog?’ I’m sorry. It’s not 
a blog. We have a staff of, I think, 88 people. Those pieces are edited. Those pieces are 
illustrated. Every aspect is monitored and taken care of. Tavi oversees and is cc’d on all  
of the emails. Even when she’s doing six performances a week of a play, she’s weighing 
in. I’m still getting emails from her at 8 a.m. Sometimes they’re just ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ since 
she’s really busy. But she’s not off in a cloud somewhere. 

She’s making a template, ultimately. Someone has to go first. And absolutely she’s 
changing how the public at large views teens—between her and Ella [Lorde], in a really 
major way. Different archetypes of girls are being allowed to succeed. There’s no way  
you can look at them and refute their talent and refute their ambition and refute how 
they present themselves and understand themselves in the world. Their work doesn’t  
just connect with teenage girls, but speaks to the broader experience. And for someone 
who’s been taught that white males of a certain age, that their experience is the  
universal experience, well now we’re getting something else. And these two are very 
bright examples—there are many more out there if you look for them—proving that 
we can connect with the work of teenage girls, and it’s not image-obsessed, it’s not 
screaming fandom, it’s not unserious. 

Tavi’s not a dilettante. She doesn’t half-ass anything. She follows her natural curiosity. 
She’s a fantastic writer. She’s a great actress. She’s ambitious. She’s real. She can sing. 
It’s weird. It’s way more than, ‘Gee whiz, she’s a triple threat.’ She’s gonna do whatever 
the fuck she wants her whole life, and it’s going to be awesome. Here’s my idea. I think 
Tavi needs to play Stevie Nicks in a biopic. I think they’re soul twins. Right? Right.”

stevie nicks, musician and friend: 

“My cousin sent me a video of Tavi’s TED talk [“Still Figuring It Out,” 2012]. So I sat down 
and watched it. It’s like 20 minutes long, and I’m loving this little 15-year-old feminist 
who’s talking about girls’ rights—she’s like a little self-help guru—but at the same time 
I’m not quite sure why my cousin sent it to me. So then, of course, it gets to the end 
where she says, ‘The last thing I want to say is: Just remember to be Stevie Nicks. Always 
be Stevie Nicks.’ And I was just, like, ‘Where did that come from?’ I was just shocked. 
I had to rewind it and play the whole thing again so I could understand what she was 
relating to. And, of course, it was that her totally cool parents had played my music for 
her. She’d been listening to Fleetwood Mac and then my solo career that started in 1980. 

She wasn’t even born in 1980, but she’s a very old soul. When 
I first met her after a Fleetwood Mac show in Chicago, I could 
feel that just coming off of her body, and I went to her like  
a magnet. We became blood sisters immediately, and I knew 
there would never be a time that Tavi Gevinson would not be 
in my life. I would make sure she knew that if she ever needed 
me, I would fly to her, that I would be there in an hour, or if  
I was six hours away, I’d be there in six hours.

After the Fleetwood Mac tour last year, I spent three weeks 
in Paris. I was looking for a pair of Chanel Chain Obsession 
boots. Finally, two days before we left, we found one lady in 
one of the seven Chanel stores who said, ‘Well, madame, we 
might have one pair.’ So we bribed the cabdriver to drive 100 
miles per hour to get us there before they closed. I had told 
Tavi, ‘I’m going to find you golden platforms in Paris,’ and I did. 
Even though she’s so tiny, we both wear a size seven shoe. So  
I bought the chain boots and her golden platforms. We have  
a little bit of a Cinderella thing between us. 

I so respect her writing. I’m sitting here right now with 
Rookie Yearbook One sitting on my lap on my way to rehearsal. 
I’ve pretty much read the whole book, and I’m now reading 
the second one. As I’m in the middle of Rookie Yearbook 
Two, I’m writing in my journal, ‘Tavi, don’t grow up too fast.’ 
I don’t want her to all of a sudden be 30 when she’s not even 
20 yet, because she’s so smart and she’s becoming more 
sophisticated as the days go by. I was 15 and a half when I 
wrote my first song. We were the same age when we both 
really started our passion. The world isn’t even ready for 
what’s coming. I think she is an Oprah-like person who is 
going to touch on everything—from world peace to fashion,  
to helping women get through their lives, marriage, children, 
to how to combat bullies, and how to combat bullies when  
you get older. She’s going to cover it all. Every day I’m just 
waiting for the next amazing thing she’s going to do. 

I had dinner with her about two months ago in L.A., and 
she told me about the play—I didn’t even know she was an 
actress! And I’m like, ‘Is there anything that you don’t do?’ I’m 
sitting across the table looking into her big, limpid, mermaid 
eyes, and I’m just thinking, ‘Oh my god, this little face.’ She’s so 
precious and she’s so beautiful, and yet every single thing she 
says is so…like she has a second sight, like she sees right into 
your soul. And, of course, I’m looking right back into her soul. 

Fleetwood Mac leaves for our tour on the 28th of September 
and I’m going to make sure that, if I have to crawl to New  
York and then crawl back to the next show in Pennsylvania,  
I’m going to get to that show. She’s going to be able to do  
this part and tell the story of these three kids in this difficult 
world. The world is her personal flower that’s just opening up.”

Additional reporting by Melissa Giannini, Michelle Lee, and 
Patty Adams Martinez.

“The world isn’t  
even ready for what’s 
coming. I think 
she is an Oprah-
like person who is 
going to touch on 
everything.” —Stevie Nicks



to work with people who are smart 
and serious about photography, 
and deliver shots that are sincere 
and inspired by what I’m interested 
in. I also feel compelled these days 
to incorporate faith into my work, 
whether it’s through photography 
or by teaching yoga. I believe you 
need to be a conduit for divinity, 
and I think teaching yoga or having 
inspired conversations infuses 
my photography with a new 
sense of purpose that makes the 
photographs even more personal 
to me.  

So who would you be interested  
in shooting for fashion?
Someone like Lupita Nyong’o 
for Cistanthe, a really culturally 
relevant, beautiful brand.

Are there any fashion campaigns 
that you’ve really liked?
I love Juergen Teller for Marc 
Jacobs. Juergen likes to photograph 
celebrity types in shocking ways. 
So when he shot [unconventional 
models] for Marc Jacobs, I thought 
it was very on point for him and  
the brand. 

That reminds me of one of  
your projects about an  
ex-corporate executive and  
aging debutante who wore pink 
streaks in her hair and dated 
much younger men. 
Yes, I remember walking into Tina’s 
apartment and realizing that her 
whole world was already so well 
conceived—it was impossible to 
take a bad picture. The same was 
true when I was shooting Leandra 
Medine for her blog Man Repeller. 
She knew exactly who she was, 
and I appreciated that. 

You’ve told me before that you  
like symbolism and symmetry  
in photography. Why is that? 
I think that anyone can take a 
photograph, but I believe there 
is such a thing as a perfect 
composition. I like when the 
objects in a frame tell their own 
story and carry a narrative. Cartier-
Bresson, or any of those street 
photographers, like Friedlander, 
are still so relevant today because 
their content was so striking 
and important. But almost more 
important was the form and  
beauty found in their composition. 
I strive for that.

No one knows a girl quite like her sister does. So to get the inside story on photographer Chuck 
Grant, NYLON tapped none other than her big sis, Lana Del Rey, to interview the in-demand 
artist—and to take some Polaroids of her. 

“I only feel comfortable with a few photographers shooting me; Lana is at the top of that list,” 
reveals Grant. “I’m blessed to be able to collaborate with someone who inspires and challenges 
me to explore my full potential on a daily basis.” Del Rey has mutual admiration for her sister: 
“Chuck captures the visual equivalent of what I do sonically,” she says. “I’ve met so many famous 
photographers, and her aesthetic stands out as one of the most interesting and well developed.”  
    Clearly, talent runs in those stylish genes. Read on to see what the two had to say about 
photography, fashion, and yoga.

Lana: When it comes to photo-
graphy, describe your aesthetic. 
Chuck: My work is pretty graphic, 
and I like a flash. The image has 
to be beautiful and compelling, 
but I also incorporate humor into 
my photos. I would say my style 
is fine art documentary, which 
includes photographers like Philip-
Lorca diCorcia and Tina Barney, 
who document the lives of really 
interesting people—diCorcia did a 
project called “Hustlers,” where he 
got a grant from the government 
to photograph male prostitutes. 
That’s a very strong concept to me.

Which photo assignment  
have you enjoyed most?
I really liked shooting Mormon 
families in Utah for New York 
magazine. They were profiling  
the creative class within the  
Mormon subculture.   

That’s very you; when I think  
of you, I think of subcultures.  
It’s something I’ve spent a lot of 
time talking about, so it’s natural 
that those types of assignments 
would come to me. 

Now that you’ve spent time 
photographing me on the road, 
and also spent the past few  
years shooting in more of  
a documentary style, what  
are your plans for the future?
I’m interested in dipping into 
fashion next. 

That’s kind of strange that you’ve 
gotten there now, considering 
last year you became certified 
as a yoga teacher and have 
been involved in a lot of really 
grounding Eastern practices. I 
would think you might be drawn 
to something more serene.
I know! But right now I just want 

chuck grant has been photographing her sister,  lana 
del rey,  for 10 years.  here,  lana returns the favor. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LANA DEL REY

the visual storyteller
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hair :  amber duarte.  makeup: ashleigh 
louer at the magnet agency using nars. 

Peanut. I like being home, so  
I love it when people come over 
here to make art or watch movies 
or go on the roof and barbecue.  
We have a tattoo gun now. That’s 
the new rage here—everyone’s 
getting tattoos.

What are you listening to right 
now? Fleetwood Mac and a lot of 
’80s music. I’m always listening  
to The Cramps.

What’s your go-to look?  
I’m pretty casual, so vintage 
T-shirts and flannels. I have heels, 
but I always end up just wearing 
Converse or Vans. Right now I like 
high-waisted everything. 

Any beauty favorites? I love 
Halloween makeup and wearing 
makeup on stage, but other than 
mascara I don’t really wear it—
unless I’ve got a really bad zit.  
And even then I sometimes don’t 
cover it up. 

What’s your earliest music 
memory? My dad took me to a 
Mötley Crüe concert when I was 
really little. It was crazy, like, tits, 
pee, everything. 

How would you describe your EP? 
I think of it as old-school. I love 
horror and country and rockabilly, 
and I just tried to combine  
them. It’s a bit poppy, too—I’m not  
gonna lie.

“I love it. I fucking love it,” says 
Jesse Jo Stark, sitting on the 
balcony of her Venice, California 
beach house, pulling her long legs 
up underneath her and twisting her 
aquamarine-streaked hair. She’s 
worked at Chrome Hearts, the luxe 
rocker-chic brand founded by her 
parents, since she turned 18 (the 
first collection she designed in 
2010 debuted at Colette in Paris), 
but right now what she fucking 
loves is making music. Dressed in 
cutoff denim shorts and a ripped 
Harley-Davidson shirt, her limbs 
sprinkled with tattoos, she’s 
certainly got the rock star look, 
not to mention the family ties—
Stark’s godmother is Cher and 
her four-song EP Down Your Drain 
was produced by the Sex Pistols’ 
Steve Jones, a family friend. Here, 
the impossibly cool 23-year-old 
talks about growing up, her favorite 
bands, and the outfit she can’t live 
without. LISA BUTTERWORTH 

You’re 23 now—how does that 
feel? It’s funny because I feel 
so like a 16-year-old, and all my 
friends are really young—or they’re, 
like, 50. But I’m finally figuring 
out who I am, for sure. You know, 
you turn 20 and it’s awkward, and 
then you get a little deeper into the 
decade, and it’s, like, “Okay, well, 
I’m chillin’ now.” [laughs] 

What do you do when you’re 
not at Chrome Hearts or in the 
recording studio? I cook, I’m a 
dork for bowling, I go to the beach, 
I hang out with my dogs, Billie and 

PHOTOGRAPHED  
BY SISILIA PIRING

the natural born rock star
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Kasparhauser’s pre-Prettiots 
project: “I was aiming for an all-girl 
Queen cover band that I wanted 
to call Betty Mercury and the Fat 
Bottom Girls,” she says. 

Unfortunately, that goal never 
materialized, but no worries: 
The Prettiots have been keeping 
her busy. The band’s debut LP, 
recorded by veteran producer Paul 
Q. Kolderie (Pixies, Radiohead, 
Hole, etc.), is due this winter. And 
they’ve already begun making 
a name for themselves online 
with bright antifolk tunes like 
“Stabler,” a love ballad inspired 
by Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit detective Elliot Stabler; 
“Dreamboy,” a lighthearted pop 
plea to a future perfect boyfriend; 
and “Boys (I Dated in High 
School),” which is “literally about 
the boys I dated in high school,” 
says Kasparhauser. Their lyrics are 
just as refreshingly frank—“Won’t 

24-year-old Kasparhauser, 
has been making self-dubbed 
“experimental and rough” music on 
her own for years.

For Kasparhauser, The Prettiots’ 
roots lie in pop above everything 
else. “This project grew out of an 
obsession I’ve had in the past five 
years with the power of pop music, 
the way it literally exists to invoke 
joy,” she says. “You don’t have to be 
complex, evolved, sophisticated, or 
musically educated to enjoy it.” 

That said, it would be unfair 
to label The Prettiots as solely 
wide-eyed top-40 enthusiasts. The 
band is quick to rattle off a diverse 
litany of inspiration, including 
(but not limited to) Lydia Lunch, 
Veruca Salt, Lauryn Hill, Kim 
Deal, Kate Nash, Kathleen Hanna, 
Joan Jett, The Donnas, and Sonic 
Youth. Creativity-wise, consider 

“What do you want?” Lulu Prat 
yells at a catcalling truck driver 
from the stoop of a West Village 
town house. Sure, she and Rachel 
Trachtenburg are a mesmerizing 
vision of smoky eyes and punked-
out plaids, but it doesn’t mean 
they’re game for commentary 
from passersby. “They shouldn’t 
get away with that,” mutters Prat, 
as the two head back inside to 
join their Prettiots bandmate Kay 
Kasparhauser. “Fuck that.”

The trio have only been playing 
together for a year and a half, but 
they emit an undeniable sense 
of bandhood wherever they go. 
This could be due to the fact that 
drummer Trachtenburg, 20, grew 
up on the road with her art-pop 
parents in the Trachtenburg Family 
Slideshow Players, and later 
played in Supercute! with Prettiots 
bassist Prat, 19—or, that the band’s 
ukulele-strumming frontwoman, 

you make it easy and be my 
dreamboy/ So I don’t have to learn 
to be subtle and coy,” she wistfully 
croons in “Dreamboy.”

Describing her songwriting 
style, Kasparhauser says the goal 
was pure honesty: “I’m so tired of 
trying to manicure my personality 
and curate the things I say so that 
people think I’m super intellectual 
and charming. The Prettiots’ take 
is: ‘This is exactly what I’m thinking 
at the time; it’s OK if you hate it, 
and totally great if you like it.’” She 
turns to her bandmates, who each 
nod in agreement. “The album is 
a lot like that,” she continues. “It’s 
just songs about being a person 
with emotions and not wanting to 
take yourself too seriously.”  
BUSRA ERKARA

from left :  on prat : 
sheer dress and shoes 
by simone rocha ,  t ank 
underneath by h&m, 
si lver bracelets by 
workhorse,  gold chain 
bracelet by l ibby b.k . , 
top two gold bracelets by 
el isa m. franco,  al l  other 
jewelry prat ’s own. on 
kasparhauser :  dress by 
simone rocha ,  necklace 
by l ibby b.k . ,  al l  other 
jewelry kasparhauser ’s 
own. on trachtenburg: 
top by topshop, pants 
by simone rocha ,  r ing 
by eva marcus,  boots 
by asos.  styl ist :  l iz 
rundbaken. hair :  josue 
perez at tracey matt ingly 
using rowent a.



According to Chloe Nørgaard, 
if she hadn’t decided to dye her 
tresses blue on a whim in 2009, 
she may have never walked in 
runway shows for everyone from 
Zac Posen to Rodarte, or starred 
in ad campaigns for Benetton and 

Uniqlo. “I had the idea for a colorful 
revolution—or explosion—whatever 
you want to call it,” says Nørgaard 
with a laugh, about her signature 
strands. Well, clearly, it worked.

For Nørgaard, “hair is like a 
canvas. I love to mix colors when 

would water twice daily, but they 
didn’t. So now I start again!”

The more you get to know 
Nørgaard—who describes herself 
as “shy, weird, nice, curious, and 
confused”—the more you realize 
she’s a cat-walking contradiction.  
Case in point: no weight-watching 
for this model. She loves fast 
food like Five Guys, Taco Bell, 
and take-out Chinese. Her affinity 
for the latter two is apparent on 
her Instagram page, where she 
posts pics of hot sauce packet 
prophecies, like “Leave no dare 
undone” or “If you never do, you 
never will,” and fortune cookie 
messages, like “Cookies go stale, 
fortunes are forever.” Whatever 
you do, don’t get her started on the 
GIF of Marilyn Manson chowing 
down on a Mickey D’s burger—she’s 
beyond obsessed.

Nørgaard freely admits she’s 
a total fangirl when it comes 
to Manson. “I met him at a Die 
Antwoord show recently, and all 
I could say to him was, ‘Hi, I love 
you,’ then I bowed and ran away,” 
she shares. It’s hard for Nørgaard 
to comprehend that people have 
that kind of undying love for 
her, too—including fans who’ve 
dedicated entire Tumblr pages to 
her. In some ways, the Technicolor-
haired beauty’s still expecting to 
wake up from this dream where 
“I’ve gotten to walk for Kokon to 
Zai, had my scrapbook featured in 
Vogue UK, and saw myself super-
big on a billboard in the middle 
of Times Square—which was so 
bizarre, but so rad.” Luckily for her, 
it’s no dream. It’s one very colorful 
reality. PATTY ADAMS MARTINEZ

I’m painting, so why not do it on my 
head? Instead of having something 
to hang on the wall, I get to have a 
piece of art with me at all times.” 
(In case you’re wondering, yes, 
she dyes her rainbow-colored hair 
herself—mostly using Manic Panic, 
Beyond the Zone, and Special 
Effects products.)

While she travels the world 
for work, and currently calls Los 
Angeles her home base, in her 
native New York City, Nørgaard has 
no abode of her own. “I’m looking 
for an apartment in New York, but 
I’m super picky,” she says. “It has to 
be downtown, but not too far down, 
and I need outdoor space.” 

The bold bohemian may not 
come across as the Martha Stewart 
type (after all, she has 12 tattoos, 
including her first, which reads 
“Penny Lane,” a nickname she 
had inked on the inside of her 
bottom lip when she was just 16), 
but Nørgaard confesses, “I love 
gardening! I left my place in L.A. 
for two months and was promised 
the people watching the house 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY 
DARREN ANKENMAN

the most memorable model
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styl ist :  zoe costel lo 
at the magnet agency. 
hair :  luke chamberlain 
at the magnet agency 
using kérast ase.  makeup: 
samuel paul at the 
magnet agency using 
nars.  dress by preen 
by thornton bregazzi . 
necklaces,  bracelets, 
r ings,  and long necklace 
and cross chain by 
roseark.  nørgaard’s own 
shoes.  opposite page: 
dress by christopher 
kane. al l  jewelry by 
roseark.  nørgaard’s own 
si lver r ing and necklace. 
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Shifting from New York City gal about town to under-the-radar artist in Los Angeles forced Kilo Kish (given name: 
Lakisha Robinson) into solitude. Luckily, that was a good thing, as being alone yielded Across, a chill-hop collection 
of lovesick musings, delivered soft and swift. But don’t call her a rapper. “My music is conversational, stream of 
consciousness, and sometimes I talk with melodies,” she says, perched outside L.A.’s Roxy Theatre, catching the 
eyes of passersby in her long, chocolate brown silk dress and sneakers. Also a fixture in the fashion world, the FIT 
graduate has modeled for H&M and is designing a fall/winter capsule collection for Kitsuné. “I’m a total art-school 
kid,” says the 24-year-old. “Making provocative and innovative art, that’s my focus.” JESSICA HERNDON

styl ist :  nicolas klam at jed root .  hair :  ryan richman at st arworks art ists using bumble & bumble.  makeup: kir in bhatty at st arworks 
art ists using nars.  jacket ,  t-shir t ,  and pants by band of outsiders,  shoes by shoe cult  by nasty gal ,  al l  jewelry ki lo kish’s own.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MAT THEW TAMMARO

What inspired the mood of the 
Across EP? I lived in New York for 
five years. I was starting to feel 
stagnant and needed to get dirty. 
As soon as we got to L.A., my 
boyfriend [Phil Annand, founder of 
creative studio The Madbury Club] 
got all of these new accounts. I was 
alone for like six months. I don’t 
think I’ve ever sat still for that long 
in my life. It was really scary. The 
music that came from that was just 
different feelings of “Wow, I’m an 
adult now.”

How are your Kitsuné designs 
shaping up? I’ve been going to 
museums to get inspiration, and I 
just started making a mood board. 
It’s hard to jump between different 
art forms, so I need a moment. 
But it should be stuff that I like 
wearing: scarves, comfortable 
T-shirts. For the most part, I like 
dressing like a grandma.

Which of your multiple hats do 
you love the most? I studied 
textile design. I like working with 

my hands. It’s hard to be in the 
music industry because I don’t like 
thinking strategically. When I go to 
a show, my immediate response is 
not to take a picture but to enjoy 
the show. Then the next day I’m 
like, “Fuck, I didn’t Instagram.”

What scares you? Five years ago 
I never thought I would perform in 
front of people. The more you do 
it, the more risky things become. 
But fears you can conquer—it just 
sucks for, like, five minutes.  

the artful songster

it
girl



“I’m sitting in my bedroom right now, and it’s 
literally covered in collages,“ Hattie Stewart 
tells me with a laugh. “If you saw it, you would 
think I was crazy!” Talking with the illustrator 
is a lot like experiencing her artwork: As she 
peppers her anecdotes with giggles and “Oh 
my God!” her personality practically bubbles 
right out of the phone. It’s not surprising, then, 
that the artist’s work space-slash-bedroom is 
overflowing with wild ideas—her brain is, too.

The 26-year-old Londoner has earned 
attention overseas and Stateside for her 
colorful, quirky, tongue-in-cheek illustrations. 
Whether it’s scribbling all over Elle Fanning’s 
Interview cover or tricking out china plates with 
her signature smiley faces, no material—or 
subject matter—is too sacrosanct for her dark 
humor. The fashion world is clearly obsessed: 
She teamed up with Luella on a line of T-shirts 
when she was 19; worked with Henry Holland 
on his pre-fall 2014 collection; and collaborated 
with Urban Outfitters. Pretty impressive for the 
self-deprecating, self-proclaimed “professional 
doodler.” Stewart says her secret comes from 
doing what she wants first—and letting fashion 
follow. “If you want to try a new idea, you should 
do it. Nobody, not even designers, really knows 
what they want until you show them first,”  
she says. “It’s obvious and uncomplicated,  
but it works!”

When she’s not perfecting her playful 
drawings or working in new media like 
animation, you can find Stewart sorting through 
her 200-plus DVD collection (which includes 
everything from Once Upon a Time in the 
West to Lord of the Rings). “I love movies, but 
watching documentaries is my favorite because 
they can play while you’re working and won’t 
distract,” she says. While her fans and followers 
can keep up with her projects on Instagram and 
Tumblr, don’t be surprised if you spot more of 
her wildly colorful sketches on shoes, leather 
jackets, and combat boots. And even though she 
already has Marc Jacobs and NYLON cover star 
Tavi Gevinson on her team, there’s still one more 
fan Stewart’s determined to gain: Beyoncé. 
“Oh my God, she’s the dream. I would love to 
help animate another visual album of hers…or 
T-shirts!” she exclaims. “I’m convinced that it’s 
going to happen. I’m going to keep working, and 
one day I’ll finally meet her.” LIZA DARWIN

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DAN WILTON

the quirky doodler
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If you think you’re having a busy 
day, it’s because you haven’t spent 
one with Silke Labson. For the 
L.A.-based photographer, creative 
director, Instagram aficionado, and 
apparel designer, life is but a series 
of inspired endeavors. Formerly 
one half of the Brooklyn-based 
vintage store and label Shown to 

Scale, the 28-year-old moved back 
to her native California in 2012, 
and dove into styling and fashion 
photography. “It was my first time 
working with real models or even 
receiving call sheets,” she recounts. 
“I had no idea about pulls, so I was 
buying and returning clothes. I 
literally jumped in, asked around 
about how to do it, and started 
getting hired.” 

Her love for clothes goes way 
back: Homeschooled as a kid and 
disinterested in what TV had to 
offer, Labson was her own style 
icon. “I’d tell my mom that I wanted 
to go to Goodwill and buy clothes. 
Then I’d re-sew them into what I 
wanted to wear.” Most recently, 
Labson designed and collaborated 
with Bradley Soileau on a capsule 
collection for her new brand, 
RUHI—the name comes from an 
inside texting joke among her 
friends, “r u high?” 

While Labson can often be 
seen in front of the camera on 
her Instagram (where she has a 
devoted following of 16K), her real 
passion lies at the other end of the 
lens. Since picking up photography 
at age 18, she honed her craft 
doing commercial work, and now 
shoots mostly for herself. “I’ve been 
really focused on trying to take 
pictures of my friends in a natural 
environment when we’re just 
hanging out,” she says. “I’ll wait 
until they have their real smile, so 
it’s not just an image of them doing 
their duck faces. For these amazing 
people, I’m just trying to capture 
what they really look like, and who 
they really are. You could be drunk 
with your friends at a bar and still 
be beautiful.”

So far, staying true to her 
intuition has worked out well 
for Labson. In addition to RUHI, 
she acts as an assistant creative 
director at 1-900, contributes to 
NYLON as a photographer, and has 
an art show in the works with San 
Francisco-based artist Zio Ziegler. 
“We want to do the show and then 
use the money for new projects, 
and also help other creatives,” says 
Labson. “Our whole philosophy is 
that we need to help each other to 
do what we want in life: be happy, 
make art, and help other artists. 
Because being an artist is the 
hardest thing ever. It never pays.” 
BUSRA ERKARA

the girl who does it all



This issue marks Vashtie Kola’s 
third It Girl feature in NYLON‚ 
which may be some kind of 
a record. The artist/director/
designer/DJ from Albany is 
happy to be the magazine’s 
reigning queen—and New York 
City’s, too, since moving there in 
1999. “I kind of love it‚” says Kola, 
with a laugh. “To me, it’s all about 
challenging yourself and staying 
relevant by naturally doing the 
things you like to do.”

Kola apparently likes to do a lot 
of things. She’s got a director’s 
reel filled with music videos 
for the likes of Justin Bieber, 

designed a fashion collection called 
Violette Haze, an homage to Jimi 
Hendrix’s “Purple Haze.” “Cam’ron 
was, like, wearing all pink with a 
pink cell phone when everyone in 
hip-hop was wearing throwback 
jerseys,” explains Kola. She’s not 
wearing a fuzzy cape just yet, but 
she says there was a kinship there. 
And Kola, all Polo Ralph Lauren 
“Cookie” boots in a NSFW  
Chris Brown-video-vixen world, has 
become something of an alt-hip-
hop icon herself. 

“I’m really into uniforms,” she 
explains. “I grew up wearing 

hair :  akihisa yamaguchi using 
oribe.  makeup: mark edio at see 
management using nars.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SILJA MAGG

with fans who now outnumber  
the population of a small country. 
”But, uh, I got over it.”

A recent moment too crazy 
for Insta? “Two months ago, I 
ended up at an Atlanta strip club 
with Trinidad James and B.o.B,” 
she says. “I had never been to 
one before, and strip clubs in 
Atlanta—they’re the real deal. Girls 
are walking by totally naked, and 
B.o.B is showing me how to break 
the bands, like the song. I made it 
rain. Sort of. I was nervous, and my 
hands were really damp, so I didn’t 
do a good job.” She pauses. “But 
really, every freaking moment since 
I moved to NYC has been a bizarre 
moment.” BLAIR WATERS

them, so a pleated plaid skirt 
and a button-up just feels most 
comfortable to me. And I love how 
old men dress in the [Caribbean] 
islands! I’m trying to bridge 
schoolgirl with that old-man West 
Indian look.” Her Instagram is proof 
she can cause major outfit envy. “At 
first, I felt like I was selling out by 
putting myself out there,” she says 
of her multiple social-media feeds, 

Kendrick Lamar, and Solange. 
She also just walked in DKNY’s 
fall/winter ‘15 show, and is on the 
decks for pretty much every major 
party in the city. And then there’s 
her brand, Violette, which has been 
dropping tomboy-chic pieces for 
the past six years. Her muses are 
Patti Smith and Egon Schiele, but 
her biggest inspiration is in the 
outliers. “I love kids just doing their 
own thing—people who subvert 
subculture, who are their own 
subculture.” 

This past summer Kola 
collaborated with one of rap’s 
main subverters: Cam’ron. The two 

the visionary

it
girl



electric cinema 
The grand exterior of 
the Electric Cinema 
lights up Portobello 
Road. With its luxuri-
ous interior featuring 
front-row beds and 
sofas, it ’s fitting this 
place has become 
Charli’s local movie 
theater. “It feels a lot 
more glamorous than 
going to the Odeon,” 
she says. “Like the  
ultimate cinema  
experience.” Not 
surprisingly, the place 
books up fast and  
reservations need to  
be made at least a 
week in advance.
electriccinema.co.uk
191 Portobello Rd.
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found and vision
Charli rounds up some 
footwear to pair with her 
current obsessions, slip 
dresses and pajamas: ”I 
think nightwear from 10 
years ago was perfect !”
foundandvision.com
104 Golborne Rd.

LONDON UNDERGROUND: 
TAKE A TOUR OF 
THE DARK-POP 
STAR’S SECRET 
HOMETOWN HAUNTS.  
BY MILLIE COTTON.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY 
DAN WILTON  
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years, lamenting how little time she 
spends in London these days. For 
example, our tour this afternoon 
of her favorite spots in the city is 
basically an extended layover—in 
a few hours, she’ll catch a flight to 
Amsterdam, and then another back 
to the U.S. to play some shows in 
support of Sucker, her third full-
length, out this month.

“It’s punk-inspired,” she says of 
the new music. “It’s definitely still a 
pop album, but there are moments 
where it is raw and wild. I’m 
commenting on the music industry, 
the female body, and money, 
whereas before I mainly spoke 
about love. This record definitely 
feels better informed.” 

Sucker’s debut single, “Boom 
Clap,” was featured on The Fault 
in Our Stars soundtrack alongside 
Ed Sheeran’s “All of the Stars.” “I 
did an event for the movie with Ed 
in L.A.,” she says. “There were all 
these screaming, crying kids, and 
it was just, like, some next-level 
Bieber shit. The book is really 
important to people, and it’s nice 
to be involved in something like 
that.” It’s also nice to be involved in 
something like “Fancy,” her smash-
hit collaboration with Iggy Azalea, 
which sat at the top of Billboard’s 
Hot 100 for most of the summer. 
“Iggy is one of the coolest, most 

portobello road market 
On the weekends, Portobello Road 
comes alive. Food stalls dominate 
one end, selling everything from 
falafel wraps to jerk chicken, while 
the other end is a clothes market, 
full of a bargain hunter’s treasures. 
Charli has been scouting the racks 
for years: “They do all of these two-
pound rails—I remember when I was 
super into kilts and I’d buy five kilts 
every weekend!” 
portobelloroad.co.uk 
Portobello Rd.

saatchi gallery
A platform for emerging and under-
appreciated contemporary artists, 
Saatchi Gallery has served as a 
springboard for many art careers. 
“When I was a teenager and came 
to London with friends, this was 
where we went if we were trying to 
be intelligent,” says Charli. “My first 
time there, I saw an exhibition with 
my parents on the best new young 
American artists. It was a staple of 
my childhood.” 
saatchigallery.com
Duke of York’s HQ, King’s Rd.

Fresh off of a delayed flight out 
of JFK, Charli XCX steps onto 
London’s Portobello Road clad 
in silver-and-purple pajamas. 
Her hair’s a little more ruffled 
than usual and her eyes slightly 
bloodshot from the journey, serving 
as a reminder that beneath her 
urbane exterior is still Charlotte 
Aitchison from Hertfordshire.

It only takes a 15-minute hair-
and-makeup sesh to get back to 
her old glam self, and soon enough 
the singer-songwriter is lounging 
on a sofa at Found and Vision, a 
charming vintage boutique in the 
heart of Notting Hill. Surrounded 
by a sea of clothing representing 
nearly every decade of the 20th 
century, she muses on the joys 
of thrifting: “When you find an 
amazing vintage piece, it’s special—
like a cat, it’s had so many lives!” 

At just 22, Charli’s already 
experienced a few lives of her own. 
As a teen, she began performing at 
London raves, eventually moving to 
the city at 18 and immersing herself 
in its underground art, fashion, 
and music scenes. She sighs while 
reminiscing about her formative 

Found and Vision mascot Hector is just as smitten 
with Charli as we are.

hard-working artists I’ve ever  
met,” says Charli. “She puts her  
all into everything she does,  
which I really admire. She’s also  
fucking hilarious.” 

Charli’s recent accomplishments 
led to five nominations at the MTV 
Video Music Awards this year, 
where she drew eyes in a tiger-print 
Moschino getup. “To be honest, 
my favorite bit was getting to wear 
three different outfits in the span 
of an hour,” she says. “Dressing 
up was so much fun, but I feel like 
everyone took it so seriously this 
year, fashion-wise. All I wanted to 
do was clash with the carpet.”

Sifting through a rack at Found 
and Vision, a glittery blue shift 
catches her eye. “I think just as I’ve 
grown up as a person, I’ve begun to 
understand my body shape more,” 
she says. “I’ve grown to really like 



rough trade
Despite some ups and downs in its 
three-decade-plus history, Rough 
Trade has evolved into one of the 
most innovative record stores and 
labels in the U.K., releasing albums 
from influential bands like The 
Smiths and The Strokes and hosting 
exclusive in-store shows. “I’ve been 
shopping here for a while,” says 
Charli. “I’d go to their other store on 
Brick Lane, too—I think I saw James 
Blake there once.” At the moment, 
she’s keen on a record label called 
PC Music, whose artists Hannah 
Diamond and Princess Bambi “sound 
like the future” to Charli. She’s also 
been listening to a lot of Weezer: 
“I worked with Rivers [Cuomo] on a 
song for my new record. I’m not very 
good at listening to loads of new 
music. I just listen to what I like 
for months on repeat and then I’ll 
change it up.”
roughtrade.com 
130 Talbot Rd.

santo
“Everyone always says that there is 
no good Mexican food in London, 
but this place really is, like, good,” 
says Charli. “The food is great and 
the cocktails are incredible.” Unfor-
tunately, the place is closed until 6 
p.m., so we’ll just have to take her 
word for it .
santovillage.com
299 Portobello Rd.

heaven
If you head below Charing Cross 
station to the arches, you will find 
the nightclub Heaven, the door-
way to London’s gay paradise. The 
hetero-friendly venue has hosted 
performances from some incred-
ible artists—Charli included: “I like 
Heaven if I’m going for a trashy 
night . The R&B room is amazing. It ’s 
a classic London club. It ’s huge and 
I just love it .” 
heavennightclub-london.com 
Under the Arches, Villiers St.

it
girl

my boobs—I’m into them right now, 
so I like wearing things that are 
good for them.” She tries on the 
blue dress, then a floppy fuchsia 
hat, explaining that color is a huge 
part of her creative process. Pop 
music is bubble-gum pink, she 
says, while her last record, 2013’s 
True Romance, was purple. “For me, 
London is silver,” she adds. “It can 
be mysterious, but I see it as a fun 
party city. If it was a drink it would 
be a cosmopolitan—something 
tacky but fun. That’s how I see 
London.” And with that, we set off 
to see more of it.
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hair: sam burnett . 
makeup: sonia bhogal. 



a long time, that to have as few possessions 
as possible is really what I’m into now,” says 
Murray. “Like, I have three pairs of shoes, which 
is all anyone needs.” Fresh-faced with tumbling 
blonde waves, and dressed in black jeans with 
a vintage tee, Murray explains her minimalist 
philosophy: “I wear black, white, navy, and beige. 
For me, elegance is stripping everything back.”

Murray’s big break came at the age of 16 
when she was cast as Cassie, a sweet and 
eccentric but troubled teenager, in the comedy-
drama series Skins. The show took on a cult 
status and catapulted the cast, which included 
Nicholas Hoult (X-Men) and Dev Patel (Slumdog 
Millionaire), to international fame. They all 
remain like siblings. “We have a WhatsApp 
group,” she says. While her co-stars were quick 
to capitalize on their success, Murray took three 
years off to follow her one true love—literature—

British actress Hannah Murray began her 
career young, and with all the intensity of a 
fortysomething Oscar hopeful. “I’m worried I’m 
not playing the right kinds of roles. Is this what 
I really should be doing?” she wrote in her diary 
in grade school. After she turned 11 years old, 
Murray decided, reluctantly, to be a star. “My 
friends and I put on a play for our parents, and I 
was so terrified of performing that I pretended 
to faint, which in hindsight was an equally 
dramatic thing to be doing!”

Now, at 25, the actress is adored by millions 
for her portrayal of Gilly, the young mother who 
has a baby by her own father, on HBO’s Game 
of Thrones. These days, the South West London 
resident is promoting her latest movie, God Help 
the Girl, a musical film written and directed by 
Stuart Murdoch of Belle and Sebastian. “I’m 
realizing, having lived out of a bag for quite 

to Cambridge University, where she graduated 
with a degree in English. “I got to sit in rooms 
with really, really clever people and talk to  
them about the books that I was interested 
in, which was the most amazing thing,” she 
explains. “Part of my wanting to become an 
actor was about being a reader so in love with 
various works of literature that I wanted to  
step into them.”

Everything changed, however, when Hannah 
became Gilly on Game of Thrones. “I watch it 
as a fan so it doesn’t surprise me that the show 
is so popular,” she says with a laugh. “I didn’t 
know I had been cast in what was to become 
the biggest TV show in the world. That just 
feels weird. I forget that I’m in it sometimes.” 
With new roles flooding in, it looks like Murray 
won’t be able to forget her celebrity status for 
too much longer. HOLLY RUBENSTEIN

the well-read ingenue
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jacket by  
shrimps, dress  
by holly fulton.

“Just give me a minute,” starts 
Tove Lo, eyes on her smartphone. 
“I have to send this text message, 
and I can’t do two things at once.” 
Unlike her drink-all-day, make-
out-with-strangers-by-night video 
persona, the Swedish pop singer 
is a surprisingly mellow 26-year-
old who takes things one step at a 
time. “Some people only hear the 
‘sex clubs’ and ‘stay high,’ and they 
think it’s a party song,” she muses 
about her single “Habits.” “Then 
they listen to it again, and they’re 
like, ‘Oh, wait. Shit. That’s actually 
really sad.’” The lyrics—about 
trying to suppress heartache with a 
fair amount of denial, substances, 
and tequila—are rooted in the 
singer’s reality. “I think the ‘Habits’ 
way is probably not the best way,” 
she says with a laugh. “So I do it 
wrong obviously.”

Raised in Stockholm by a 
therapist mom and businessman 
dad, she’s the first to admit that her 
life has been one of privilege: “The 
troubles I’ve been in were caused 
by myself. I needed some action.” 

At the age of 15, she enrolled in 
Rytmus Music School, which also 
counts Robyn and Erik Hassle as 
alumni. On her first day, she was 
placed in a rock band with Icona 
Pop’s Caroline Hjelt, which sparked 
a close friendship that continues 
to this day. After graduation, she 
worked as a session singer, then 
landed a songwriting deal with 
Warner/Chappell. After writing 
for others for a while, she realized 

some of the songs she was working 
on were just too personal. “I didn’t 
want to give them away, but they 
couldn’t just exist in their secret 
world on my computer—I had to 
get them out,” she says.

Lo began releasing material 
independently. Soon enough, 
labels were interested in the whole 
package—not just her writing 
skills. Island Records put out her 
debut EP, Truth Serum (featuring 
“Habits”), as well as her just-
released debut LP, Queen of  
the Clouds. 

She’ll tour the States with her 
band this fall, then hop on an 

shirt  by topshop, bra by 
wolford,  jeans by electric 
love army, bracelet and 
rings by leontine.  styl ist : 
l iz rundbaken. hair :  josue 
perez at tracey matt ingly 
using rowent a beauty. 
makeup: cait l in wooters 
at exclusive art ists using 
make up for ever.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SILJA MAGG

Australian tour with Katy Perry, 
but at the moment she’s on a one-
woman globe-trotting promotional 
tour, appearing on late-night talk 
shows and approving the masters 
for Queen remotely on whatever 
headphones are readily available. 
“It’s driving me crazy because 
I really want to be in the room 
[listening on proper equipment],” 
she says. 

Even though she’s hundreds of 
miles from the studio, learning to 
let go little by little, Lo maintains 
a long-standing tradition of 
taking a shot of Chartreuse every 
Wednesday with her bandmates—
sending “cheers” via text. 
YASMEEN GHARNIT

the swede you need to hear



It’s hard keeping up with Hannah 
Bronfman. She’s just wrapped a 
photo shoot when we meet at the 
East Village Hotel, and she greets 
me with a friendly “Hey! Can we 
walk and talk?”

Bronfman has a reason to be on 
the move. She fits the role of It Girl 
to a T, with both the lineage—her 
father is famed music exec Edgar 
Bronfman, Jr., her mother Shaft 
actress Sherry Brewer—and the 
booked calendar. The 26-year-old 
has had a multifaceted career as 
a DJ, model, and restaurateur; she 

started a record label, Green Owl 
Records, with her brother Ben; and 
most recently, she co-founded the 
app Beautified, which hopes to 
do for beauty appointments and 
fitness class reservations what 
Uber did for taxi rides, allowing 
users to book last-minute openings 
at spas, salons, and gyms. 

While Bronfman is quickly 
becoming an inspiration to other 
women in the tech space (“I’m 
proud to be a girl who empowers 
other girls,” she says), she’s the 
first to admit she couldn’t have 

done it without the trailblazers in 
other fields who came before her. 
Among those women is Iman,  
who transitioned from super- 
modeldom to running a successful 
eponymous cosmetics line. 
Bronfman clearly identifies with 
that skill for turning a passion into 
a going concern. 

But when she’s off duty, 
Bronfman is like any other well-
connected New Yorker: busy. She 
just returned from Lollapalooza, 
where she caught Nas’s set—”he 
was amazing,” she says. She 

hair :  laura polko.  makeup: juan 
antonio at exclusive art ists using laura 
mercier.  manicurist :  angel wil l iams  
at opus beauty using dior vernis .

hangs out at The Smile café 
in NoHo and is obsessed with 
matcha smoothies. “But huevos 
rancheros is the best hangover 
cure,” she says. “And you have to 
try SkinnyPop with chile flakes 
and truffle salt during a night 
in.” Somehow it seems unlikely 
that she has very many of those.  
JACKIE YAEGER

the girl with drive



the new tastemakers

Danielle and Laura Kosann burst into The John Dory Oyster Bar in Manhattan and apologize profusely 
even though they’re only slightly late. It’s fitting to meet with them in the presence of food, if not over a 
meal—we’re now sitting opposite chef April Bloomfield’s fridge full of lobsters, Jonah crabs, and mollusks 
of all sorts. The sisters immediately come across as smart and grounded, jumping articulately from one 
thought to another. 

Danielle, 27, and Laura, 25, are the duo behind The New Potato, a food, fashion, and lifestyle website 
that is now expanding into a full-fledged media company. The website itself, designed and curated with 
a fashion-meets-food mind-set, gives an industry insider’s scoop on matters of the palate, featuring 
actors, musicians, fashion designers, and writers. “There’s Vogue in terms of fashion, there’s Rolling Stone 
in terms of music, and there’s Vanity Fair in terms of entertainment. We feel like that people-industry 
connection didn’t really exist in food,” explains Laura. The very first spark for the idea came about during 
a ride from Connecticut. “We were in the car talking about it when we realized how there’s really not a 
place where you can go and see what Jessica Alba is having for breakfast, what Nate Berkus is cooking 
at home for dinner, or what their favorite restaurants are,” adds Danielle. At the time, she was working as 
an art director at a creative agency in New York, and Laura, freshly out of college, was producing over at 
Showtime. Their roles at The New Potato are creative director and editor-in-chief, respectively.

Having expanded at the speed of light following its launch in April 2012, Danielle and Laura don’t see 
The New Potato as limited to food or lifestyle. “The conversation always starts at food and brings about 
so much more than food. It opens with, ‘What would be your ideal food day?’ and then you have Alexandra 
Shulman talking about the future of publishing, style, fads, and all these amazing other things,” explains 
Danielle. “I think there’s the possibility to keep growing. Eventually I’d like to be the place where—and I 
think we’re almost there—you read a conversation with Jennifer Lawrence or Tom Hanks,” Laura chimes in. 
In the meantime, an app, more video content, and potentially a book deal are in the works for the brand. So 
we’re keeping our eyes on The New Potato. BUSRA ERKARA

on laura:  dress by carven, bracelet by monica rich kosann, laura’s own shoes.  on daniel le:  shir t  by karen walker,  gold 
charm bracelet by monica rich kosann, styl ist ’s own skir t ,  al l  other jewelry daniel le’s own. styl ist :  l iz rundbaken. hair : 
helen reavey at bryan bantry.  makeup: juan antonio at exclusive art ists using laura mercier. 
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hair and makeup by 
shunichi kawada.



by a high school friend who thought she seemed “like a 
foreign girl,” she recalls. Kyary added the nonsense words 
Pamyu Pamyu to mint her earliest incarnation as a Harajuku 
fashion blogger. Her vivid getups with a daffy, clownish 
streak—she’s got a thing for crooked blonde wigs—garnered 
attention from the artist Sebastian Masuda, an icon of kawaii 
culture. Soon after, Kyary met Yasutaka Nakata, a future-
minded music producer known for his synth-stacked and 
sugar-coated compositions for the long-standing trio Perfume 
and his own genre-mutating project, Capsule. He wrote KPP’s 
breakthrough hit, the song-narcotic known as “PonPonPon,” 
which spawned a worldwide WTF, thanks mostly to a music 
video art-directed by Masuda. Obsessively crammed with 
juvenilia, the video, with 69 million views and counting 
on YouTube, kicked off a career that ruptures fantasy with 
nightmare. “I try to create chemistry between kawaii and 
darkness,” says Kyary. “The dark isn’t supposed to be there, 
but that’s what I like about it.”

Nakata writes and produces all of KPP’s music, but unlike 
many of her J-pop contemporaries, she isn’t regarded as a 
mere vessel controlled by one of Japan’s pop puppeteers. 
“Over dinner, we’ll discuss ideas,” she says. “It’s my job to 
know how to perform any song he’ll give me, but I like to say, 
‘Can we try this or maybe this?’” She also wants to write her 
own songs soon, but she says those are still “a secret.” 

Pika Pika Fantajin features “Ring a Bell,” her first song  
with all-English lyrics and her most deliberate bid for Western 
ears yet. It’s repetitive to a fault, perhaps in hopes that it will 
catch fire in Japan’s all-important karaoke market. Although 
“Bell” didn’t exactly grab an American audience, it’s likely  
not the last we’ll be hearing from her.

An admirer of Stateside pop princesses Katy Perry and 
Ariana Grande, Kyary understands the intertwined values  
of charisma and performance. She has an expansive idea  
of what makes a pop star in the Internet age and cites  
Vocaloids like Hatsune Miku—an avatar-diva fleshed out,  
in a sense, by fans who write songs for her—as inspiration. 
“That’s the future of music in Japan,” says Kyary. “Anyone  
can write the songs.”

Meanwhile, the night owl (she rarely falls asleep before  
3 a.m.) and social-media addict is keeping her ears open  
and her eyes wide. Savvy innocence is her best weapon.  
Back when she was a Harajuku girl, she caught flak for  
her outlandish outfits, not least of all from her conservative 
mother, but KPP kept the faith. “I always tell teenage girls  
to do what they want to do, wear what they want to wear,”  
she says. “Everyone else will have to catch up.”

Looking into Kyary Pamyu Pamyu’s eyes is like 
communing with a real live anime character. Her 
brown irises gleam with shimmering reflections. 
And whenever she blinks, the wide-eyed wonder 
of a girl always on an adventure is instantly 
refreshed. The effect is simultaneously eerie and 
cheery. Turns out, she’s wearing a special pair of 
contact lenses, just one of the many over-the-top 
fashion statements the Harajuku style icon-
turned-pop star has made famous.

“I want everything I do to be a little surreal,” 
explains the 21-year-old via a translator during a 
recent interview at her manager’s Tokyo office. 
It’s an ordinary Tuesday in the city’s hip Ebisu 
neighborhood, with salarymen slipping off to 
the nearest watering hole just outside, but even 
now, seated in a featureless office, outfitted in 
a girlish lavender sweater with ruffles, pleated 
skirt, and pastel sneakers, Kyary gives off a hint 
of the supernatural. The contacts help,  
but there’s also the whole legend of Kyary  
Pamyu Pamyu, one of Japan’s most original  
pop confections and a branding juggernaut  
(her visage has sold cell phones, sneakers,  
fried chicken, and much more).

Her latest ode to surreality is her third album, 
Pika Pika Fantajin (roughly translated: “sparkling 
fantasy people”), which came out in the U.S. in 
July and might be the aural equivalent of stuffing 
cotton candy in your mouth until your cheeks 
explode. Her wild videos (think Tim Burton 
ransacking the girls’ section of a toy store), 
chime-simple vocals, and ecstatic style have 
made her Tokyo’s weirdest darling and a Twitter 
force with two million-plus followers. 

Born Kiriko Takemura in 1993, she was 
bestowed the nickname Kyary, the Japanese 
approximation of the Western name “Carrie,”  
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for the character’s 40th anniversary, 
25,000 hello kitty fanatics will meet cute 
at the first-ever hello kitty con. we can 
hardly contain ourselves. by mallory rice 
illustrated by beata boucht
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What do a frying pan, a jumbo 
jet, a $5,000 diamond necklace, 
and a $4.99 pack of erasers have 
in common? All of these entities, 
along with more than 50,000 other 
seemingly random things, have, at 
one point or another, entered the 
supercute orbit of Hello Kitty. The 
vastness of her universe is the first 
thing one notices when taking a 
deep dive into the past 40 years  
of the cartoon character—and  
her cultural ubiquity is without  
a doubt her most beguiling feat. 
How does Hello Kitty manage 
to avoid being tossed aside with 
Barbie during the doll-ditching 
phase of adolescence—hitching  
a ride into adulthood in the hearts 
of so many grown women? It’s 
a question that baffles business 
tycoons and kawaii girls alike, and 
an accomplishment that will be 
on grand display at Sanrio’s first 
official fan convention, Hello Kitty 
Con 2014, taking place in Los 
Angeles at the end of this month.

The mystery surrounding Hello 
Kitty’s staying power doesn’t  
mean some aren’t willing to take a 
guess at the reason for it. “It may  
be because she doesn’t have a  
mouth,” says Maria Fleischman,  
the 34-year-old founder of 
hellokittyjunkie.com. It’s an astute 
observation. “I’ve seen videos on 
it—when you’re happy, she’s happy. 
When you’re sad, she’s sad,” she 
says of the way the character (and 
her expression) becomes an object 
of projection. “But she’s always your 
friend.” Ultimately, Fleischman,  
who was born in Japan and now 
lives in L.A., doesn’t think there’s 
any one reason—more a magic 
cocktail of nostalgia, aesthetic 

appeal, and accessibility. 
According to Fleischman, her 

adoration of all things Hello Kitty 
is much more about friendship 
than just amassing a collection 
of things—friendship both with 
the character and with other like-
minded devotees. She remembers 
finding her crew online in the early 
aughts: “People like to share their 
collections and their stories about 
Hello Kitty on the Internet,” she 
says. “I’ve had meet-ups with other 
Hello Kitty-obsessed fans. There 
are actually a lot of us in the L.A. 
area who are willing to meet online-
friends in real life.” A typical meet-
up often entails rendezvousing at 
a Sanrio store, a $5 gift exchange, 
and story-swapping over lunch. 
This October, the convention that 
Sanrio has planned will be sort 
of like that—except on an almost 
unimaginably massive scale.

The convention itself will be held 
at the Museum of Contemporary 
Art in L.A.’s Little Tokyo from 
October 30 to November 2, 
occupying 45,000 square feet, 
divided by sections dedicated to 
workshops (for Hello Kittifying 
your life through scrapbooking, 
flower arrangements, nail art, and 
more), panel discussions (about 
topics like superfans, Japanese pop 
culture, and “Hello Kitty as muse”), 
product retrospectives, interactive 
art installations (including a scale-
model of a Hello Kitty-filled house), 
a “Super Supermarket” for products 
and special collaborations exclusive 
to the convention, and even a Hello 
Kitty tattoo shop, from which five 
tattoo artists will be giving die- 
hard fans permanent ink declaring 
their everlasting love for kawaii 
culture’s whiskered mascot.

And that’s just what’s happening 
at MOCA. Across the street, the 
Japanese American National 
Museum will host an extensive 

retrospective from October 11 
through April 2015, featuring 
many of the brand’s greatest 
hits, rare designs, and art-world 
interpretations. (The museum 
is home to the curator who sent 
shock waves through the Internet 
in August by informing a reporter 
that Hello Kitty is a girl, not a cat.) 
The Line Hotel will accessorize a 
number of their 200-plus rooms  
to the appropriate levels of cuteness 
for convention attendees, and for 
the “Hungry Hunt,” a dozen area 
restaurants will offer Hello Kitty-
related menu items during the 
course of the event. Then there is 
also the 40th anniversary’s ongoing 
global hugathon, for which Sanrio 
is tallying the amount of hugs Hello 
Kitty has given since late 2013. As of 
this writing, she has given 408,515 
hugs. Awwww.

But Hello Kitty won’t be the only 
rock star at the convention. “I’m 
frequently recognized in Japan and 
abroad,” says Yuko Yamaguchi, the 
artist who has been the creative 
force behind Hello Kitty for the 
past 30 years. “Airplanes, theaters, 
restaurants, shopping malls—
everywhere. I’m always thanked for 
her.” There will no doubt be plenty 
of hugs for Yamaguchi as well come 
October 31. And no shortage of 
gaggles of gals like Fleischman,  
on the hunt for the next best heart-
flutter-inducing kawaii thing. “The 
first time I got to go to a Hello Kitty 
event was the 35th anniversary, and 
I felt like, ‘Oh my gosh, my Hello 
Kitty dreams have come true,’” says 
Fleischman, who will be speaking on 
a panel at the convention. “The 40th 
is going to be awesome, from what  
I hear. And for Hello Kitty’s 50th,  
I’ll probably still be crazy, so I’m 
looking forward to that one, too.”HELLO KITTY  

BY THE DECADE

2010s

#KittyBoss In 2010, Sanrio 
turns 50, and Kitty kicks it 
up a notch, by running for 

president in 2012 and taking 
the EVA Air Hello Kitty Jet 

on its first international 
flight. She may not have 

won the election, but maybe 
Hillary will tap her as a 
running mate in 2016?

2000s

The Social Hour This decade 
begins an upswing in creative 
collaborations and celebrity 

fandom, starting with 2000’s 
McDonald’s Happy Meal. 

This is followed by the first 
character collab with Paul 

Frank, a collection with 
Heatherette, a Mastercard, 
and a jewelry partnership 

with Kimora Lee Simmons.

1990s

Kittycoasters People don’t 
just want Hello Kitty things, 
they want the experience. 
Between 1990 and 1991, 
Sanrio opens two theme 
parks in Japan—Puroland 
and Harmonyland—with 
rides, shows, and food 
inspired by Hello Kitty, 

Cinnamoroll, and Jewelpet.

1980s

Major Merch Moment By this 
time, Sanrio products are 

being sold in Europe, too, and 
Hello Kitty’s first record (a 
45), That Little Girl Is Kitty, 
has been released. But in 

1980, Sanrio really knocks it 
out of the park with the first 

Hello Kitty digital watch, 
quickly selling over a million 
of them. By 1984, there are 

100 stores in America.

1970s 

Hello, Kitty! In 1974, 28-year-
old Japanese artist Yuko 
Shimizu creates “Hello 

Kitty” to join Sanrio’s cast 
of characters: Strawberry, 
Patty, and Jimmy. Within 

a year, the first Hello Kitty 
product—a coin purse—is 

launched, and Sanrio begins 
publishing a magazine for 

fans called Strawberry News.



This fall, GoldToe socks will make 
sure your feet stay fashionable with 
styles and colors to elevate any 
outfit and make you the envy of 
every fashionista. Use coupon  
code Nylon10 at checkout and  
get 10 percent off women's socks  
at goldtoe.com/nylon.

GOLDTOE

For the fall season, boohoo 
presents this reinvented cold-
weather-wardrobe classic: a 
puffer jacket with mustard 
accents, oversized pockets,  
and a slick metallic finish. Get 
yours at boohoo.com and follow 
@boohooofficial on Instagram  
to see more of the latest looks.

BOOHOO

DIARYDesigned for the always-on, next-
gen traveler, Aloft delivers a fresh 
approach to the traditional staid 
hotel scene. Book now at alofthotels.
com/wxyzbar for two free drinks 
each night of your stay. 

ALOFT HOTELS

We love Lollapalooza for two 
reasons: the music (obvi) and the 
festival fashion. This year, while team 
NYLON hung out at the Samsung 
Galaxy Lounge interviewing our 
favorite bands, we sent blogger 
Jessie Barber of Mini Penny to 
capture all of the best street style. 
We also got some inside deets 
on each outfit, plus a fun fact 
about these festival fashion icons—
including our #LollaLook winner, 
Caitlin Pilgrim (@caitlinpilgrim)! 

#LOLLALOOK

A bold wedge sole has always 
been a fashion-forward statement. 
For fall '14, the Dr. Martens Caitlin 
2-Strap Ankle Boot features striking 
Hi Shine Snake Leather, contrasted 
by Patent Lamper on the strapping 
gunmetal buckles. The result is a 
strong yet feminine, fashionable, 
and confident look. drmartens.com 

DR. MARTENS

− P R O M O T I O N



The Ventilator represented a very 
different approach to running shoes 
during the early ’90s, with colors 
and silhouette lines that were bolder 
and more expressive than what was 
commonly seen at that time. Today, 
the Ventilator’s versatile silhouette 
can be dialed up in bold graphics 
and colors, or executed in a cleaner, 
simplified fashion that makes it 
extremely wearable. For increased 
breathability, it has ventilated side 
panels, and for durability a tough- 
as-nails outsole that provides  
terrific traction. reebok.com

REEBOK CLASSIC

Meet the accessory of your dreams—
the Affirmation Chain Bracelet. 
Featuring a chain body and a toggle 
clasp closure, this unique piece of 
jewelry is both delicate and edgy. 
Don’t be surprised to find others 
eyeing your arm candy. Follow 
@bcbgeneration on Instagram  
and visit bcbgeneration.com for 
more showstopping items. 

BCBGENERATION

Fight the frizz! Detangle, moisturize, 
and define your curls. Achieve 
smooth, shiny, healthy hair 
with Kinky-Curly hair products. 
Lightweight and non-greasy, it's 
made with all-natural ingredients 
and great for all hair types. Find it 
at Whole Foods Market and select 
Target stores. kinky-curly.com  

KINKY-CURLY

On Septemer 30, L.A. electro-
alternative rock band Raw Fabrics 
will release their debut EP Gold 
Handcuffs produced by Stephen 
Street. Follow the band on Instagram 
and Twitter @RawFabrics for the 
latest on new music, music videos, 
and show dates. #goldhandcuffs

RAW FABRICS

Betty Who will embark on The High 
Society Tour on October 7, the 
same day she releases her debut 
album, Take Me When You Go, 
on RCA Records. Fans can catch 
Who’s “effervescent” (The Village 
Voice) stage show throughout the 
U.S. this fall. More info and tickets  
at bettywhomusic.com/shows.

BETTY WHO 
MUSIC

DIARY
− P R O M O T I O N



party line
ADVE RTISE M E N T

NYLON celebrated 
the premiere of 
America’s Next Top 
Model Cycle 21 
with the LINE app 
at SupperClub in 
Los Angeles. At-
tendees included 
esteemed creator 
and host of ANTM 
Tyra Banks, judge 
Miss J., and Yu 

Tsai, who partied 
the night away 
with models from 
every cycle. Guests 
enjoyed sipping on 
Vita Frute cocktails 
and taking pics 
at the LINE Selfie 
Station with LINE’s 
most popular char-
acters, Brown and 
Cony. Check out 

#LINEXANTM and 
#NYLONXLINE  
to view more  
party photos! 

LINE 
SELFIE 

WINNER,
ZAVIUŚ 







this page:
dress by versace, 
necklace by ktz, 
leather spats by  
zana bayne,  shoes  
by united nude.

previous page:
from left  to r ight :
cape and dress by 
saint laurent by hedi 
sl imane, necklace 
by gasoline glamour, 
shoes by sportmax, 
hat by faeth mil l inery; 
jacket ,  corset ,  pants, 
and necklace by 
chanel ,  cage top  
by chromat ,  bracelet 
by gasoline glamour,  
hat by faeth mil l inery, 
r ing by bijules;  vest , 
belt ,  and shir t  by 
topshop, leather 
pants by tess 
giberson, leather 
harness by skingraft , 
necklaces by ktz,  
hat by faeth mil l inery; 
dress by saint laurent 
by hedi sl imane, hat 
by faeth mil l inery.



left :  dress by diesel , 
leggings by topshop, 
shoes by jerome c. 
rousseau. r ight :  top 
and skir t  by balmain, 
shoes by giuseppe 
zanott i  design,  hat by 
faeth mil l inery,  gloves 
by gasoline glamour, 
styl ist ’s own belt .



000

from left  to r ight :  jacket by h&m, sweatshir t  by mil ly,  skir t  by skingraft ,  shoes by diesel ,  gloves by gasoline glamour ;
jacket by topshop, leather t assled peplum (worn as cape) by zana bayne,  shir t  by al ice roi ,  skir t  by mil ly,  shoes  
by schutz;  coat by charles warren,  dress by a .f.  vandevorst ,  necklace by erickson beamon, shoes by loeffler randall .



000

sweatshir t  by ktz, 
crown by alon 
l ivne,  fur stole  
by charles warren.



jumpsuit ,  capelet ,  
and belt  by marc by 
marc jacobs,  hat by 
faeth mil l inery,  gloves 
by gasoline glamour.



left :  dress by lanvin, 
necklace by gasoline 
glamour,  t ights by 
we love colors,  shoes 
by dr.  martens.  r ight : 
dress by lanvin,  t ights 
by we love colors, 
shoes by dr.  martens.



coat ,  shir t ,  and pants 
by anna sui ,  cuff 
by chanel ,  r ing by 
gasoline glamour.



000

hair :  travis speck  
at sal ly hershberger. 
makeup: kat ie mell inger 
using chanel quadra 
eyeshadow. manicurist : 
angel wil l iams at opus 
beauty using dior vernis . 
models:  anna at muse, 
nichole at el ite,  maike  
at fusion,  and hildie  
at fusion.

clockwise from left :  vest 
by maison scotch,  shir t 
and pants by jonathan 
simkhai ,  shoes by the 
frye company; jacket by 
sportmax, top and t ights 
by saint laurent by hedi 
sl imane, shoes by dr. 
martens,  hat by faeth 
mil l inery;  jacket by diesel , 
pants by diesel black gold, 
shoes by schutz;  dress 
by missguided, shoes by 
loeffler randall ,  headpiece 
by gasoline glamour.



hey, 
NYLON 
Readers

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.  Void where prohibited .  The Nylon Reader Survey Sweepstakes begins at  September 24 ,  2014 ,  and ends at 
january 31 ,  2014.  Only open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the district of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older 
at  the time of entry.  For official rules and how to enter ,  visit  www.nylon .com/survey.  Sponsor :  MRI ,  a  division of GfK US ,  LLC . 

Are you a tastemaker or a trend-breaker?

Weigh in on the future of NYLON by taking our online survey and 
making your voice heard! Visit NYLON.com/Survey to give us the scoop. 
Plus, you’ll be entered for the chance to win a trip to New York 
city or Los Angeles to attend one of NYLON’s exclusive cover parties! 

Airfare for you and a guest     Dinner for two (2) at a local hot spot
two (2) Nights’ hotel accommodations    Prize Value: Up to 3,000

package  i ncludes :
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BAG, MULBERRY, $1,990
foundation crème, $40, purely perfect; baiser rose candle, $65, baiser rose; mermaid shampoo, $35, mermaid; rose & geranium body oil, $40, lola’s apothecary; jackpot styling crème, $25, r+co.; shoes, 
$1,145, jil sander; nailed lacquer in shattered souls, $18, smith & cult; eyeshadow quad in the metallics, $14, sonia kashuk; terry de gunzburg haute parfumerie in rouge nocturne eau de parfum, $210 for 
3.4 fl. oz., by terry; viva glam rihanna 2 lipglass and lipstick, $15 and $16, m.a.c cosmetics; enamored hi-shine nail lacquer in new wave, $18, marc jacobs beauty; fusion ink foundation, $60, yves saint 
laurent; watch, $120, baby-g; radiance perfected foundation brush, $45, eve lom; blanche crème mains, $39, byredo; visibly soft lip balm sphere in coconut milk, $3, eos; terribly rose de rose, $58, by 
terry; photo plasma, $69, perricone md; 365 style, $16, nicky hilton; rejuvacote 2, $14, duri; sunglasses, $410, dior; sweater, $195, dkny; hat, $30, new era; breakfast bar, $2, quest bar.

   prep 
school

STYLE THAT'S ANYTHING  
BUT TEXTBOOK.  
PACKED BY DANI STAHL.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY WILL ANDERSON
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